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Dl'l'RODOCTIOR 

PROGRESS OF 'IRE CYPRUS DllUS'llUAL STRA'ftCY 

1. The text of the Cyprus Industrial Strategy was formally presented 

to the Government of Cyprus in late 1987. A second mission of 

't:he CIS team visited Cyprus in January 1988 for discussion of the 

conclusions of the Strategy document with the Government, 

industrialists and trade unions. One of the principle 

recomnendations of the Report was the establishment of an 

Industrial Restructuring Council, and supporting secretariat. 

The Cyprus Technology Strategy produced, during the Spring of 

1989, made a parallel proposal. In June 1988 the CIS team leader 

r~epared a draft document for the establishment of the Industrial 

Restructuring Council (IRC) and its secretariat, which 

amalgamated the proposals of the Industrial and Technology 

Strategies. The document took account of eXtensive discussions 

with all the main Ministries ir..volved, and with the private 

sector. 

2. One of the main purposes of the visit by the CIS team leader in 

January 1989 was to further the process of the establishment of 

the IRC. Since the June 1988 mission there were two points of 

note: 

(a) Final agreement could not be reached between the Ministries on 

where the IRC and its secretariat should be located within the 

organisational structure of the Government. 
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(b) An inter-depertonental Technical Camnittee had completed its 

report on the rec0111Dendations of the Cyprus Industrial Strategy 

without resolving the outstanding issues on the IRC. 

The January 1989 mission sought to facilitate an agreement, both 

through bilateral discussions and at two meetings chaired by the 

Minister of Coamerce and Industry, and attended by senior 

officials of the relevant Ministries. The conclusion of these 

meetings was an agreement by all the Ministries of the structure 

set out ii'• Figur£ 1, and the details of its constitution and 

establishment, based on the draft of June 1988. The way is now, 

hopefully, clearly for the early establishment of the IRC. 

3. There are four points of conment arising with respect to the IRC: 

(a) The IRC and its secreteriat should be established with urgency. 

More than eighteen months has passed since the CIS came out, and 

Cyprus became an associate member of the EEC. This is recognized 

by the Government and the prospects are promising. However, it 

is important that the resolving of any difficulties which do 

arise in the process of implementation be given priority at the 

most senior level. 

(b) The Ministry of Coanerce and Industry registered their fears 

about the secretariat being outside the Ministry and the chance 

lost, therefore, of strengthening the Ministry's strategic 

capacity. My view is that the two things should be separated. I 

do not think that the IRC and its secretariat could function to 

full effect within the Ministry as currently constituted. 

Innovative bodies of this kind have been foun6 to work better -

particularly in their formation stage - when separate from 

existing structut'e. In public administration, as in modern 

corporations, increasing attention has been focussed on task 

forces and quasi-independent units as agent• of change. This 

awli~s notably to tasks which involve cross-departmental co-
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operation. The emphasis is on small flexible units, which are 

quick to set up and quick to disperse, according to the needs and 

their performance. This was the principle behind the !RC and I 

am confident in reconmending it to you. 

Figure 1 overleaf 
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At the same time, it is also urgent to strengthen the 

strategic capacity and operating effectiveness of the Ministry of 

Ccamerce and Industry on the lines set out in the Cyprus 

Industrial Strategy. Attention needs to be gi'7en to this in 

parallel with the establishment of the IRC, not le&zt because the 

success of the IRC will, in part, depend on effective inputs from 

the MCI. 

( c) It is iq>ortant that the IRC be seen as a means of blending 

together the different parts of the public sector around COBmC>n 

policies, and that the Ministries act as if they wera part of a 

unified Government. I am delighted to say that the Ministries 

with whom I have been working are acting in this way - as shown 

by the agreement reached on the IRC - and have eschewed the 

inter-ministerial rivalries which so often beset both local and 

central Governments. I register the point, however, because of 

the need to maintain this shared sense of purpose, and the 

willingness to experiment, if the project of industrial 

restructuring and technological innovation is to succeed. 

( d) The IRC itself should aim to establish a consensus arouod its 

policies among the many social partners affected by industrial 

strategy, since such a consensus is a precondition for effective 

action in this field. Again the signs are good in terms of 

Cyprus' recent history of social consensus and the strong support 

from all parties to have a full and balanced representation on 

the IRC. 

4. There the matter currently stands. I hope that before the end of 

1989 the following steps will have been taken: 
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the establishment of the IRC and its secretariat 

the agreement of a plan for the expansion of the strategic 

capacity and effectiveness of the Ministry of Industry and 

Comnerce along the lines set out in the CIS. 

the establishment of a training progranme in industrial and 

technological strategy planning for officers from all the 

relevant Ministries and public sector institutions. 

other JLMEess 

5. At the level of the general recoamendations for the govermment in 

the CIS, there is the following to report: 

i.Design. An Austrian consultant visited Cyprus in December 1988 

to develop a policy to encourage design capacity in the country. 

His report is due shortly. 

ii.Financial incentives. The Ministry of Finance initiated a review 

of the system of financial incentives for industry. One of the 

members of the Janl'ary 1989 mission, Professor John Bessant, had 

been asked to contribute to this review, and his assessment and 

recamnendations appear as part 2 of t•1e current report. The 

Government is taking prompt action to implement the results of 

this review. 

iii.Training. The lTA have shown a particular concern to link their 

training progranme with the approach set out in the CIS, 

initially through training and orientation of their own staff, 

and through fruitful discussions with visiting consultants. They 

have also funded training for white collar and managerial staff, 

which has been a most valuable initiative. 
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6. In the industrial field: 

Industrialists fran the metal working, furniture, footwear and 

clothing sectors have continued to meet to discuss strategy 

within the framework of their Industry Associations. Both the 

Federation and the Chamber of Ccnnerce have played an ~rtant 

role in servicing these meetings, and in holding an extensive 

series of seminars to promote the ideas of the CIS. During the 

January 1989 mission, Professor Bessant addressed a Federation 

meeting of more than 100 industrialists on IJll>lementing Flexible 

Manufacturing. Mure recently, in May, the Federation sponsored, 

jointly with the ITA and the UNDP, 5 one day seminars on Flexible 

Manufacturing for different sectors. These were given by 

Professor Bessant and Mr. Paul Levy of Brighton Polytechnic and 

were attended by over 150 people. Both the Federation and the 

Chamber have also published and circulated sunmaries of CIS 

material amongst their members. 

7. The two visits to Italy for the furniture and clothing industry 

respectively should be seen as part of this process of strategic 

discussion. The visits formed part of the fourth stage of the 

CIS project, and are fully reportad upon in the third section 

which follows. Both visits proved valuable, for the 

industrialists, and for the public officials who accompanied 

them. During the two visits we visited 9 firms and 11 consortia 

in industrial districts which had flourished in domestic and 

export markets. 

8. The work of one of the consortia established in Cyprus in the 

furniture sector - A-Z furnishings - was covered in the report of 

the second stage of the CIS P::oject (May 1988). Since that 

report, A-Z has won a major contract for f~rnishing hotels in the 

USSR, and has continued to flourish on the domestic market. In 

January they received a visit from Italian consultants, who have 

written up their assessment of the Cyprus industry, and A-Z, in a 
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journal article included as Appendix 4 of the Italian section of 

the present report. 

9. Progress around the industrial strategy has m.ide less headway in 

the food processing sector. However, one part of the January 

mission approached the issue of upgrading in food processing f rcm 

the user end, through the investigation - in conjunction with the 

Cyprus Consumers Association - of the feasibility for a Cyprus 

Good Food Gu.icle. Drew smith, the editor of the British Good Food 

Guide, was a meni>er of the January ai.ssion, and his feasibility 

study is included as the first section of the current report. 

Action to strengthen consumers organisations has been seen as an 

increasingly important part of industrial policy in Western 

Europe and North America, and Cyprus has been something of a 

pioneer in promoting this in the developing world. 

10. I would finally like to thank on behalf of the CIS Team, members 

of the Cyp:o:us Government, of the Employers Federation and Chamber 

of Colllnerce, of the Cyprus Consumers Association and the many 

industrialists with whom we have worked. The project also has a 

particular debt to Mr. Sean Finn and Mr. Adel Kalifa and their 

staff at the UNDP off ices in Nicosia, for the support they have 

given it. To them, and to our counterparts in the Ministry of 

Collmerce and Industry, the Ministry of Finance, l ·d the Cyprus 

Consumers Association, we express our special thanks. 
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'!he Cyprus Industrial strategy 

CYPRUS GOOO moo GUIDE 

DREW SMITH 

1989 
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'the Cyprus Good Food Guicle 

The proposal for a Cyprus Good Food Guide arose from the food 
processillCJ sector report of the Cyprus Industrial Stratecn, and 
discussiors between the Cyprus Consumers .--3sociation and the Cyprus 
Develoi..ent Banlt. This report is a Feasibility Study of the 
proposal, and concludes that: 

- such a Guide would be valuable both for 
the food processillCJ and the tourist industries 

- that there is the basis for a successful Good Food 
Guide both in terms of good quality food within 
the 2,000 strong Cyprus restaurant trade, anQ in 
terms of a demand among Cypriots and tourists. 

- that the potential market is between 3,000 and 
6,000 readers. 

- that the success of the Guide will depend on: 

its independence of judgement 
its editorial quality 
a high level of design and presentation 

that there is a need for further financial 
assessment 

The report advises a three phase approach: 

The first concentrating on market research, editorial preparation and 
detailed financial estimation. 

The second involving the hiring of an editor and administrator, the 
camnissioning of authors and inspectors, the canvassing of ideas 
and suggested restaurants, and preliminary marketing. 

The third covering the compiling and selling of the guide. 

It recoamends that the first stage be undertaken, with a decision on 
the second stage being left until the detailed financial estimates 
and marketing information are in hand. 
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The Cyprus government is movi119 towards an application for membership 

to the EEC. There is a policy of internal harmonisation with the EEC 

regulatio1·s on health and hygiene regulations and consumer 

ptotection. 

Tourism is a major feature of the economy with 1 million visitors a 

year. Nearly 90 per cent stay at Paphos, Limassol and Larnaca. The 

1;trategy is trJ extend the peak sunner season into the spring and 

autumn and to go for middle to high income groups. The majority are 

E119lish speaking. The trend it towards half boal:.:l and bed and 

breakfast. 

Th~ increase in restaurant going is expected to be: significant with 

an expected £54 million generated in 1986 to £98 million by 1991. 

This is attributed to tourism and more women in work. 

There is concern to improve the quality of the restaurants and food, 

staff, hygiene and also to preserve and develop the traditional food 

economy of the island. Restaurants are seen as a means of reviving 

interest in marginal foods and establishing ideas of quality. 

A Good Food Guide is perceived as a way of adding to existing 

initiatives and supporting projects in other areas. It would have a 

dual target readership both in the Cypriot connuni ty and also the 

tourists. 

The independence of such a guide is seen as of paramount importance 

and, as a result, the Cyprus Consumers Association has been involved 

from an early stage. 
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The island has a dynamic restaurant economy. There are now more than 

2000 catering outlets which suggest it is one of the most densely 

populated areas per head of population in the world. Much of this 

growth has been in the last 40 years. 

The Tourist Board plans to publish a listing of all restaurants 

classified into 3 sections - A, B, and C - according to facilities. 

An independent atteq>t to publish a more detailed guide from the 

coapariy that published the Diplomat is, currently, not going ahead. 

The qualities of a Cyprus Good Food Guide were generally considered 

to be independent, gourmand not gourmet, strongly motivated, a book 

with practical applications and the force of argument to raise 

standards. 

It is seen as a parallel to the UK GFG, now in its 38th year and 

selling 65,000 a year, although in practice it is likely there will 

be some differenc~:;. It would, however, be a selective guide and 

incorporate both factual information on opening times and addresses, 

credit cards, facilities etc with a critical text. 

In discussions it was estimated that the likely content would be 100-

2C\O restaurants representing perhaps 10\ of the total restaurant 

population. In order to make the book more accessible to non-English 

speakers, it was felt that symbols could be used to indicate 

classifications and facilities. 

It wa~ hoped the Guide would be updated and published annually, 

however, as this deperads on the success of the first issue, this 

repor~ confines itself to the launch issue. 
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The key areas on which this study focuses are: 

How to establish independence. 

Tlte establishment of the size of the market. 

Financial viability. 

Whether the Cyprus market needs a book to do thi~ role. 

The establishing of an infrastructure. 

1. Establishing incJel!enc)!nce and credibility 

The concern to establish an independent guide free of coamercial 

interests has led to the involvement of the Cyprus Consumers' 

Association. This small body founded in 1973 has earned respect for 

its campaigning through its newsletter which has towards 5,000 

subscribers on the island. It is a voluntary organisation and 

curnntly employs two people full time with other members giving 

their t~ for no financial reward. 

The organisation is also able to draw, in a fraternal way, on the 

expertise and research of other consumers' associations across the 

world. However, it is a small scale, non-profit making body that has 

remained low on funding to maintain its independence. 

The involvement of the consumers association would preclude any 

advertising or sponsorship funding. However, as ther- ! was general 

concern over the possibility of connercial links affecting the 

guide's ability to influence standards in a real sense, this was not 

seen as a handicap. To an extent this might be offset by the 

enhanced reputation for such a publication, especially in a small, 

tightly knit c011111Unity like Cyprus. 
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As safeguards to the independence of the guide, it was agreed that 

the inspectors who visited the restaurants should have their identity 

kept secret and that they would always visit anonymously. Any 

contact with the restaurant themselves would be via the office. 

The inspectors would necessarily therefore have to be paid for out of 

the editorial budget which would be a substantial contribution. 

The risk of infiltration of a small team should further be spread by 

involving a large nuni>er of volunteers who would check and cross 

check each other. 

One of the qualities regarded as crucic.l in consideration for the 

role of editor, should be his or her integrity and freedom from 

commercial links to the catering trade. 

A further idea advanced to ensure the credibility of the guide was to 

set up an international panel of experts to validate the quality of 

the work. 

Experience with 

sufficient number 

the British guide has 

of different people 

shown that 

are canvassed 

provided a 

for their 

opinions on a restaurant, that the quality of the judgement is enough 

to win creditability. The exact nuni>ers vary but not less than six 

independent opinions might be a working target, provided all agree. 

The role of inspectors is to ensure the honesty of these opinions and 

to provide words for the publication. 

'15 
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Views can and should be canvassed from a wide cross-section -

including chefs and food producers who often provide extremely 

valuable information about their own craft - but inspectors should 

not have any comnercial links with the catering industry. 

1. Cyprus 

The population of Cyprus is approximately 500,000 and it is not to be 

expected that more than a small section would be prepared to pay for 

a book on restaurants. 

There are good methods of personal referral and generally a 

familiarity with the comings and goings on the restau~ant scene. 

However, there is - as far as can be judged from this short trip - a 

visible enthusiasm for the subject as backed up by the numbers of 

restaurants on the island. Restaurants are not just a tourist 

inspired phenomenon, Nicosia has more restaurants and fewer tourists 

than other towns. Much of the energy for this project has come from 

the Cyprus cammnity and not the tourist business. 

But there must remain a serious doubt over the ability of a book's 

ability to penetrate this market deeply. 

There are certain areas of specialist interest which might be 

expected to buck this trend. Figures in brackets are estimates of 

target levels of copies that might be sold. 

'16 
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a) The catering trade itself (300) 

b) SUbscribers to Consumers Association (500) 

c) i'ood Producers (100] 

d) Business ccmaunity (100] 

e) Tourist interests (100] 

f) Army ( 50] 

The largest of these will surely be the catering trade itself. In 

total it would probably be unrealistic to estimate that all of these 

sales would exceed 1000. Items a) and c) might reflect the numbers 

of places included (and might be sources of further sales). Item b) 

might benefit iran market research. 

There is a further potential market internally for corporate sales. 

Given the extremely benign influence this project is likel.t to have 

on the cyprus economy as a whole, and also the positive attitudes 

encountered on this trip, it might be possible to persuade companies 

to buy bulk numbers to give as facility gifts to business clients. 

There is a strategic interest within Cyprus for a wide distribution 

of such a ylblication. 

In casual conversation, Keo wine company suggested it might take 50 

CC7cJies, Sodap 25, Cyprus Airways might offer it to first class 

passengers etc. one large order would probably underwrite the 

project and a series of smaller orders would improve the sales 

picture drastically. Hopefull,. the UN and government agencies would 

feel able to place orders. 

' 1:7 



A target figure of a further 1000 sales in advance of publication 

might be workable with the real hope of one ~y coming in with an 

equivalent order of its own for a further 1000+. These sales should 

be arranged in advance of editorial expenditure and sold at a 

discount. 

If cog>anies can be persuaded to take the guide in this form, then it 

would be a positive indicator of a viable financial base. 

There is a further market which deserves researching but might 

reasonably expect to generate sales which is the overseas expatriate 

population. Some of these sales might be expected to be second-hand 

either as gifts t~ relatives or on visiting the island. But a direct 

marketing approach either via Cyprus language papers, or conmunity 

leaders, could reasonably be expected to lead to some further sales. 

This would merit market research. 

Price will be a crucial factor in determining the level of domestic 

sales. It would seem sensible to consider a dual pricing system in 

which the guide is made available in advance of publication at a 

substantial discount to the domestic market, but would carry a higher 

cover price for tourists. The price level for tne domestic market 

most often quoted has been £3. 

The penetration of the tourist market of one million might reasonably 

be expected to be highest among the following groups: 

a) 3 star and above hotel users 

b) Return visitors 

c) Hire car users 

d) Souvenir gatherers' 
I I 
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The trend away from full board and towards B & B suggests that 

tourists do want to ~at out and a percentage will want advice. 

Beyond car hire users (who must be a prime target), the taxi firms 

give easy access to a wide area. 

The guide will not appeal to the young on a budget and non-English 

speakers. It might well target the developing winter sun and elderly 

visitor. 

Sales can be expected to cane from book stalls (especially in hotels) 

and c~ative figures with other guides to the island would assist 

in gauging sales. 

It is important in this respect that the guide' s complexion be as 

user-friendly as possible. The casual visitor is less likely to buy 

a guide for its recomnendations of which only a few may be used in a 

week, and be more attracted by practical shopping advice on wines or 

food. Equally the sense of food as part of the culture is important. 

It would seem unduly pessimistic to estimate anything less than 2,000 

copies sold through a season in this market. The potential may be 

far greater, but it may be wise, at this stage, to regard such extra 

sales as the potential profit rather than the financial base. 

However, the market prlce to the tourists can and should be 

substantially higher - towards the top end of the bookstall spectrum. 

This should be in excess of £5 and, depending on publication, might 

be more. 

It must be recognized that this guide is aiming at the international 

traveller and a very high level of design and packaging will be 

expected to achieve an impact on this market. The book will have to 
I 

be pttractive viewing to take home as a;f~uvenir. 
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The largest element of the costs is the printing and setting. The 

element of business risk involves the equation of this cost in 

relation to the quality and number of copies. It is not practical 

for this report to deal with these figures in detail but it is .orth 

examining the spectrum of options. New technology of desk top 

publishing affords the least expensive method of distributing small 

numbers of a guide. 

In practice this would involve the setting directly on to a 

computer/word processor by the editor and his staff, the printing out 

on a high quality printer and ph~tocopying. Quite attractive results 

can be achieved, especially if a front cover of higher quality paper 

is used to wrap around it. 

One attraction of this methc-i, apart from the low cost, is the 

flexibility it affords, for instanc~ if a Greek ld11guage edition is 

desired. In this respect, numbers of Greek visitors is relevant. 

This might be a sufficient mode to supply the domestic market, though 

less likely to impress the tourists. Computer set discs may be sent 

direct to printer for a more sophisticated product and reducing 

typesetting costs. 

The economies of scale of conventional printing require very accurate 

assessments of sales. For this reason a substantial bulk order for a 

corporate sale could Rignif icantly reduce costs by extending the 

print run. 

PORllAT AID DESIGR 

Whatever the scale of the printing, the presentation and design of 

the guide will be a major factor in lending creditability and 

20 



influencing sales. The tourist market would be particularly 

attracted to a colour cover, but even if the indications do not 

justi !:y an outlay at this level, the cost of professional design 

should i>e seen as imperative. 

In order to appeal to the non-English speaking market, an effective 

code of symbols denoting price-level; amenities; styles of cooking 

should be incorporated as part of the design. The design team may 

well be able to advise on printing methods. 

EDITORIAL 

The core of the book should be the selection and appraisal of 

restaurants. Each of these will need visiting, the bill paying and a 

report writing. It is anticipated that over 150 restaurants would oo 
included and tha~ each visit might average £9 to pay for two meals. 

The writing of the inspt)ction reports would not be paid for. Further 

collation of the details a'ld the checking would be handled by the 

office. 

Beyond this - with the wider aims of the guide in mind - a number of 

special assessments of an informative nature could be undertaken to 

lend the book greater scope. These assessments might cover: 

Blind comparisons of wine 

Blind comparisons of brandy 

Reports on specialist foods with 
suggestions of where to find them 

A list of food/wine festivals 

Glossary on Cyprus cooking techniques 

A list of foods in season 

21 
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Focuses on traditional Cyprus cookillCJ 

Focuses on food processors 

The editor might be expected to write an introduction swmnarisillCJ all 

the major points of the research at the front. The aim of these 

sections is to make the foods and wines of Cyprus more accessible. 

It is hoped that most of these articles would be contributed free of 

charge for the wider benefit of consumer and trade alike. 

The Cyprus Good Food Guide should be self-determining. 

There may be a further case for bringing in external help to assist 

in the training of inspectors; to advise on an up-and-running 

operation; to ensure the quality of the research and quality of the 

judgements. 

This option is open. The British Consumers' Association might take a 

supportive view and this can be discussed. 

cmcLUSIOBS 

1. The firm market as outlined in this report would appear to be 

between 3,000 and 6,000 readers with the possibility of further 

sales from tourists beyond that. 
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2. The success of the project will, to a large extent, depend on the 

quality of the editorial and the packaJing. 

3. The corporate sales may be seen as the keenest indicator of the 

likelihood of success. If these can be put in place in advance 

of a launch, and are of sufficient volume, then the risk would be 

substantially reduced. 

4. Given the substantial benefits of the publication of such a book 

to the tourist and agricultural cmmunities, it would seem 

reasonable to look here for resources. 

5. This study is inconclusive because the precise mathematics are 

unavailable but it would seem reasonable to carry the momentum 

through the plan as outlined {further on) and draw up exact 

budgets before a final decision is made. 

6. I would express some concern at a small voluntary organisation 

such as CCA being asked to bear the financial risk of ::;uch a 

project. All publishing is necessarily speculative. The CCA 

should be able to provide the research and editorial that meets 

,l the require111ents laid down, but may not, at the same time, be 

able to shoulder the burden of becoming a publishing house. 

The UK association sells the guide to subscribers. Beyond this 

{the bulk of sales), it has an arrangement with a private 

publishers (Hodder and Stoughton) to distribute and sell through 

book shops. It is therefore possible to separate the connercial 

publishing side from the research operation. 

If an acceptable third party could be found to act. as the 

business party - perhaps a newspaper, or a magazine publisher, or 

a business operation attracted by the : poss'it>le prestige 'and 
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influence of an effective incursion into the conmercial tourist 

market - the equation would be more balanced. 

7. If such a partner wanted the assurance of a London consultancy, 

then that might be arranged. 

8. If the guide is successful, then in future years it could be 

updated at less expens1~ and becane a continued force for improved 

st :.;:..:!ards. But this must depend on the level of sales to the 

tourist market and the development of any ancillary product such 

as TV and newspaper columns which, in the British guide, make a 

small, but important, contribution. 

9. If successful, there would be scope for other books such as a 

general consumer guide. 

THE WAY FORIABD 

This paper can only reconmiend broad strategies dependent on the final 

costs of printing and c011111itment from corporate buyers. 

There seems to be sufficient evidence to go ahead with a preparatory 

phase in both the marketing and editorial areas to try and put in 

place the financial bricks before any major expenditure is 

undertaken. 

Phase 1 

Market Research: There is a need for a comparative study to be made 

of sales of existing gujde books and their prices. This should give 

a firm indication of the level of possible sales to tourists an4 an 
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idea of ~titive pricing. The real market place is the shelf of 

the kiosk from which the Good Food Guide might be sold. ~ative 

figures of recent years would give some indication of the buoyancy of 

the market. 

Printing: These costs will prove crucial and as many tenders as is 

possible should be discovered. This should be done in conjunction 

with the designer. The cost of a map and map plotting may be 

separate. 

corporate Sales: Approaches should be made to leading companies to 

gain firm numbers of copies they might be prepared to buy at a 

discount. 

International: Investigation should be undertaken as to the optimum 

way of reaching the expatriate Cypriot COlllllUnity and how they might 

be offered copies of the guide. 

Editorial: Lists of restaurants should be compiled for inclusion. 

Notes of meals eaten should be taken and recorded. Menus should be 

kept on file. People who may be interested to help should be asked 

to suhnit lists of restaurants they know with conments. 

inspectoral value should !:>e evaluated. 

Authors of the non-restaurant sections should be approached. 

Possible editors should be interviewed. 

Their 

Publishers: Approaches should be made to companies who might 

consider taking on the financial risk of publishing. If such a 

company can be found, then it is likely it will be able to input on 

the printing and distribution. 
I 

Distribution: Checks should be made with wholesale distributors to 

see that the guide can be widely sold. Any restrictions operated by 

1 wholes~lers as regards CCA selling direct should be checked. The 
I 11 I 1• 
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wholesalers may well indicate the kind of nUllbers they might 

anticipate moving. CCA subscribers should be asked if they will be 

prepared to help and to buy advance copies. 

Costs: A.Tl exact ledger of estimated costs should be drawn up and a 

meeting held to decide wheth£,,.. or not to go ahead. 

The end of phase one should be a final decision on how many copies to 

print and how 1111ch to sell them for. 

Phase 2 

If the decision is to proceed then a schedule should be drawn up for 

final preparatory work. editorial deadlines and printing and a 

publishing target date set. 

This should be a rolling schedule in which the editorial delivery 

dates are phased. 

A preparatory period of perhaps two months should follow in which 

authors and inspectors are conmissioned. Any training that is going 

to take place should be arranged. The final shortlists of inspectors 

and restaurants should be drawn up. 

Meetings should be organised with interested parties to discuss the 

merits of different restaurants and argue the criteria for 

inspection. 

The strength of the guide is that as many people as possible be 

involved and invit.ed to submit their lists. A press announcement 
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should be made and suggestions for inclusion invited. This should be 

an iJll><>rtant media event. and involve TV and radio. 

The editor and the administrative secretary should be hired on 

contract. They would work part-ti.me for the first two months, 

talking to as many people as possible. 

' 

The marketing operation should begin notifying wholesalers of dates, 

confiraing promises of sales and orders should be taken. If a 

publisher has been found, this would probably be part of his or her 

role. 

Inspection forms and report forms should be printed and final 

decisions taken on the exact contents. 

Phase 3 

For the next two months the guide will be compiled. The e ditor and 

administrative secretary will work full-ti.me. Inspections will take 

place. Entries will be compiled at a steady rate of six a day. The 

role of the editor is to write all the entries. The comnissioned 

articles will be chased up, checked, edited and prepared for the 

printers. The entries should detail how to find the restaurants; any 

places of interest nearby; give an idea of the acope of the menu; 

pin-point any areas of special interest; assess the cooking; the 

ingreaients and service; and aim to give a true reflection of the 

flavour of the place. 

Telephone numbers will need to be checked. 
' 

' 
The assumption is an office of two paid people (~ditor and 

administrative ' backed sec,retary,) , , up by volunteer workers from the 
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CCA camnittee and staff. It is also assumed that the CCA will 

provide off ice acconmodation. 

The following table is worked out to be filled in according to 

estimates received. 

D>ITORIAL COSTS 

150 Inspectors x £9 £ 1,350 
Phone calls x 600 £ 
Printing inspections £ 
Forms x 500 (photocopy) £ 
Design £ 
Map and map printing £ 
Symbols £ 
Cover illustration E 
Stationery for GFG E 
Editor's fee 
(Total 3 months work) E 
Admin sec fee 
(Total 4 months work) E 
Extra sec help 
(Total 2 weeks) E 
Miscellaneous 
Contingency 
Typesetting 
Paper 
Printing 
Warehousing 
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2,000 copies at £3 each 
2,000 copies at £6 each 
Jlinus wholesalers 
discount at 

Total 

£ 6,000 
(£12,000) 

£XX,XXX 

£XX,XOO 

11.B: These figures set out what would seem to be a reasonable 
financial base to be assessed. They are only estimates but seem to 
set a financial target. 

Thought needs to be given as to how the guide will be sold. If the 

marketing cannot be handled by CCA and existing wholesalers, then it 

may be necessary to appoint a sales manager. It would be extremely 

advantageous if this could be handled by the CCA ccmnittee. 
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Ill I 

Incentives for the prcm>tion of i.nnovatiw activities 

This report examines the present system of incentives for the 

prcs>tion of innovative activities in Cyprus, and explores 

alternative options for providing incentives to Cypriot industry to 

move towards the goals of the Industrial Strategy. It begins by 

critically reviewing the fraaework of tax allowances (including the 

proposed tax reforms) and loan guarantees and makes a number of 

pro(-Osals reqardi119 further changes in these areas. Fran there it 

considers alternative ways which have been used in other countries to 

promote innovation as a strategic national goal within manufacturing 

industry and develops some proposals for the setting up and operation 

of such a scheme in Cyprus. 

The principal recoamendation is the establishment for a three year 

trial period of an Innovation Promotion Scheme located within the 

Industrial Restructuring council. This would be responsible, through 

an Innovation Support Unit, for the operation of four schemes aimed 

at offering consultancy advice and assistance to firms wishing tC'.' 

develop capabilities in the areas of design, marketing and export, 

manufacturing systems and business and organisational development. 
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1.0 Introduction 

This project is primarily concerned with identifying and reviewing 

existing incentive schemes for prom:>ting innovation along the lines 

of the Cyprus Industrial Strategy and with proposing alterations to 

those schemes or alternative m>dels which could be illplemented in 

support of those strategic goals. 

1.1 TeEml of reference 

The terms of reference for the project were as follows: 

"One of the principal recomnendations of the Cyprus Industrial 

Strategy was that a review be undertaken of the current fiscal 

incentives. The issues were twofold: 

(a) the need to shift the balance of incentives frar. hardware (fixed 

investment) to software (design, management, skill training, 

marketing, quality control); 

(b) the need to establish funds for direct assistance in place of tax 

concessions which have proved to be a blunt instrument in an 

economy where many companies pay little if any tax. 

The Ministry of Finance have now set up an interdepartmental 

coamittee on tax incentives and have requested assistance from abroad 

from somebody who has experience of revising incentive schemes along 

the above lines. They have requested a two week mission whose object 

would be to study the existing system of financial incentives and 

make reconnendations for its revision in order to promote the 

objectives of economic restructuring and technological upgrading in a 
I 

more effective and cost eff,icient way". 
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1.2 SourceS of information 

During the field work for this report interviews were held with a 

wide variety of people in government and other agencies. These 

included the Ministries of Finance and of c:omnerce and Industry, the 

Planning Bureau, the Industrial Training Authority, the Eq»loyers' 

Federation, the Chamber of ecmnerce and Industry, the Cyprus 

Development Bar.!;. and the UNDP. Details of these interviews are given 

in appendix 1. 
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2.0 Existing financial incentives and their liaita', . ·· 

2.1: The existing systea 

Although there is a wide range of tax allowances and incentives 

within the Cypriot econ01Dy, these have not proved particularly 

successful. In particular several weaknesses exist within the 

present system which makes it inefficient in terms of p:rcmDting 

industrial renewal and change. 

first is the problem of tax evasion and avoidance. According to 

figures from the Ministry of Finance the number of firms actually 

f Hing tax returns may represent only 30\ -40\ of the total 

industrial population. Thus any scheme which tries to operate 

through the tax system can only address a small part of the 

industrial base. Even for those firms which do file tax returns, 

many - again, around 30\ - regularly declare losses and thus are 

exempt from paying taxes. The provision for carrying forward 

losses from year to year on a rolling basis has undoubtedly 

contributed to this. The pattern is one where few firms are 

paying tax and thus incentives for change linked to relief from 

paying taxes is unlikely to have any great effect. 

a further consequence of this problem of tax avoidance/evasion is 

that firms may be encouraged to spend on plant and equipment 

simply to ensure that they make a loss and thus avoid having to 

pay tax. This means that there is little selectivity in the types 

of investment made - and indeed, that there may be a bias towards 

big , expensive and possibly inappropriate investments since the 

prime purpose of the investment is not to improve capability but 

to register a loss for tax purposes. The scheme thus encourages 

the overbuying of machinery, not innovation. 

emphasis is given in the present allowances to investments in 

hardware rather than software or organisational upgrading and 

development. Since the industrial strategy identifies such 

disembodied technological changes - such as upgrading of design or 
I I 
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quality management skills as i.lllportant for the future - it is 

questionable how far tax incentives based on allowances for fixed 

capital investment will help in this process. 

there is a relative lack of differentiation in the existing 

schemes. Although some att~ts (for example for the tourism or 

aining sectors) have been JDade to target particular industry 

groups there is relatively little selectivity either in terms of 

industrial sectors or in promoting particular types of 

technological change. 

even those schemes which are targetted towards innovative 

activities - such as the New Pr.x!ucts scheme - do not have a high 

rate of take-up. (According to the Ministry of Finance only 4 

applications were made under this scheme in 1987). 

2.2 Proposed reforms 

Recognition that the present arrangements are in need of an overhaul 

has led to the setting up, under the auspices of the Ministry of 

Finance, of an interdepartmental c0111Dittee with the remit to propose 

improvements to the existing fiscal measures. This group includes 

representatives from the Ministry of Colllnerce and Industry, the 

Central Bank and the Planning Bureau. 

Table 1 sets out the main changes proposed by the c0111Dittee. 
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Table 1: Existing fiscal incenti'ves and proposed changes 

Existing sche•es 

( 1) Rew products scheme 

S~le, easy access scheme 

available for all investment 

directly related to new products 

(as defined in the tax guide). 

The incentive involves a 10 year 

tax holiday on profits arising 

from sales of the new product. 

It is available to new and 

existing businesses introducing 

new products. 

Retain the scheme but increase 

the minimum investment to 

£1m {from £100,000) and 

abolish the requirement for 

35\ value added. 

Coaaent: Although conceived as a simple scheme which would 

encourage product innovation, the scheme has been little 

used (only 4 cases in 1987, according to the Ministry of 

Finance). Its reassessment is recomnended. Of particular 

concern is the plan to drop the 35\ value added requirement 

since this effectively opens up the possibility of 

encouraging foreign investment in 'screwdriver' plants -

that is, facilities •.-hich exploit local advantages but 

which contribute little to the industrial base and do not 

encourage innovation. Whilst such an approach might make 

sense in terms of job creation for countries with high 

unemployment, it is questionable whether such an approach 

is appropriate for Cypriot conditions which involve a 

serious labour shortage. Since the minimum investment has 
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now been raised to £lm the attempt appears to be to attract 

such overseas investors rather than smaller local firms. 

Giving firms a 10 year tax holiday, during which period 

most inputs would be inported and outputs exported, 

effectively makes this proposal little more than the 

creation of a tax haven for foreign manufacturers - a 

strategy being pursued widely by other countries and at 

odds with the basic strategy outlined for Cyprus of 

development through 'flexible specialisation'. 

(2) Incentives to encourage investllent in fixed assets. 

Allowances on capital inv~~tJnent 

with preferential rates for 

'public' companies 

Sr,ale of allowances was: 

Plant/machinery 45\ public 

30\ private 

Industrial buildings 30\ public 

20\ private 

other buildings 15\ public 

10\ private 

Distinction between 

'public' and 'private• 

abolished but a new 

distinction drawn between 

individual firms and 

consortia. 

New allowances proposed: 

Plant/machinery 

30\ consortia 

20\ individual 

Buildings 

20\ consortia 

10\ individual 

Allowances abolished 

In addition to the above allowances, Scheme retained 

firms also have the option of inlllediate 

depreciation - thus firms can deduct 

capital expenditure from income in the 

year in which it is incurred. Potentially 
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this extends the tax allowance to 120\ on 

fixed assets. 

Losses could be carried forward for 

an in9efinite number of years and thus 

reduce tax payable. Very widely used 

- around 30\ of all firms submitting 

returns in 1987 declared losses 

Allowances only for fixed assets 

Sector specific schemes operate for 

the tourism and mining industries. 

Five year horizon 

~sed on such carrying 

forward 

Extend allowances to 

certain items of current 

expenditure such as 

market or product 

research, training, etc. 

Allowances equivalent to 

30\ of this additional 

expenditure 

Allowances for 'other 

buildings' abolished and 

loopholes (such as cars) 

closed. 

In mining these include allowances for Retained unchanged 

all investment including administration 

and licence/land purchase and 130\ 
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allowance on abortive exploration 

In tourism the allowances varied by 

region and star rating 

These allowances will be 

abolished except for 2 

catec;JOries - 'mountain 

resorts' (25') and 

'tourist villages' (a new 

development) (4~) 

II II 

0 nt: this was one of the most widely used group of 

incentives; in 1987 allowances of around £20m were granted 

to over 5000 finis (approxlllately 60' of all finas filing 

returns) • Its main weaknesses were that it supported 

investments in fixed assets and did not differentiate 

adequately between types of investment - for exanple, 

between a tractor or a coapiter. Thus there was probably 

some misuse of the scheme (for example, to help pay for 

cars and houses) and some 'overbuying' of machinery in 

order to secure tax relief rather than to innovate. 

There are a nmnber of elements in the proposed reforms 

which are attractive, including the extension to cover 

items of current as well as capital expenditure. This 

opens up incentives in areas which the industrial strategy 

wishes to encourage - such as upgrading of skills through 

training, and of expertise in areas like mrket and 

product research. 

In addition to this the tightening up on tax avoidance 

loopholes - such as the abolition of certain categories of 

relief and the imposition of a 5 year horizon on carrying 

forward losses may help to make the system more 

watertight and reduce the losses of revenue to the state. 
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The shift towards differential support for consortia is 

particularly welcome although the extent of this 

differential could be widened - from 10\ to 20\ - to give a 

clear signal regarding the desirability of establishing 

such co-operative networks. 

(3) Duties and tariffs 

The provisional agreement on a customs Union between the EEC and 

Cyprus covers 80\ of ~rts and provides for reductions in 

protective barriers over a 10 year period. There are significant 

exceptions to this - the Cyprus Industrial Strategy estimated that 

some 50\ of industrial output lies outside the potential ~ct of 

the customs Union - but the overall pattern will be one of major 

change. Two areas should be highlighted in the context of 

incentives. 

Duty free importation of capital goods 

Protective tariffs on imported products 
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The likely effect here 

will be to reduce the need 

for such an incentive 

since most items of 

capital equipment will no 

longer be subject to 

import duties under the 

terms of the customs Union 

agreement. 

The effect of reducing and 

eliminating these will be 

to expose many sectors of 

Cypriot industry to much 

higher levels of 

competition. (Detailed 

assessments of the 

potential impacts are 

contained in the Cyprus 



Industrial Strategy, 

chapter 2). Insofar as 

this may force fiI'llS to 

adopt a .:>re progressive 

approach to achieve and 

maintain a ampetitive 

edge, this can be seen as 

a spur - if not an 

incentive - to innovation. 

o ant: the customs Union agreement requires tile gradual 

dismanUing of tile existing framework of t:ariff barriers. 

Apart froa the net loss of revenue which this implies 

(which will, it is anticipated, be offset by the 

introduction of VAT) this also puts some pressure on 

Cypriot manufacturers to becane more efficient in the use 

of raw materials and capital equipnent which they inp>rt 

and to offer more ~titive products which they export. 

Thus a consequence - or at least a by-product - will be to 

endorse the main directions of the industrial strategy - to 

promote better use of inventory and assets and to improve 

the design, quality and other c~titive characteristics 

of products sold. 

(4) Tax incentives to encourage 11ergers 

(5) Special tax incentives for P!!blic 

CCJ9N!'llie& 

Definition of public coapany was: 

- 200 eq>loyees 

- no holding over 40\ 

of shares (except the State) 

I 
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Abolished 

New definitions: 

- 800 employees 

- reduced to 15\ 
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- major shareholders (those 

holding 10\ or more of shares) 

can not hold more than 70\ of 

all the shares 

- issued, paid-up capital 

of £30G,u\l0 

Shareholders in such public cmpanies 

paid no tax on first £600 of dividends/year 
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- reduced to 8\ 

holding 

- increased to £111 

- increased to 

£1200 



Additionally income tax concessions 

Reduced income tax included those 

public CClllpallies f oDlecl by merger 

- Affected by nev 

income tax rates 

- Retained but no 

longer applicable 

to those ccapanies 

formed by merger 

\,,Q-111nt: these measures are designed to prcmote a wider 

degree of share ownership and to encouracje participation. 

In particular the eliaination of the concession to 

caapanies formed by merger represents closing of a tax 

loophole whereby ccapanies merged in order to qualify for 

'public campany' status and thus secure tax breaks. 

{6) Spec:ial incentives for exports 

lnccme tax concession - 6% of 

foreign exchange earned is tax free 

~rt duty relief on raw materials 
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Abolished, 

replaced with a 

scheme whereby 50% 

of all incane is 

charged at half 

rate. 

Will gradually be 

eliminated as part 

of the customs 



Tax incentives to pram:>te exports of 

services. 60\ of profits and all 

foreign exchange earniDCJs are tax free. 

~ of profits/dividends froa 

overseas businesses controlled by 

Cypriots is tax free 

Union requirement 

60' charged at 

half new tax 

rate 

90' at half rate, 

Llll-mnt: the shift in i.Jlport duty relief is likely to brillC] 

1110re pressure to bear on Cypriot manufacturers to adopt 

inventory management illf»rovement innovations and this is 

one 110re useful push in the right direction. Hc:Never, the 

incentives to exporters is not a widely used scheme - only 

290 firms used the incane tax concession in 1987. 

(7) other incentives 

(i) Tax allowances for patenting and other 

R and D expenditure 

(ii) Tax allowances for revenue from 

royalties, fees, etc 

(iii) Wear and tear allowance on fixed 

assets - normal depreciation using 

'straight line' method 
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Extended to 

cover other 

fon•s of 

curr!nt 

expe1diture 

Retained 
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(iv) Head office expenses allowance Liaited to 3~ 

of turnover 

O nt: these represent a variety of incentives not 

explicitly covered in the preceding discussion. In general 

U1ey extend the refona principles - for example, by closing 

the loophole on 'head office' expenses or by retaining the 

allowances on R and D related current expenditure. 

Significantly the wear and tear allowance is the .:>st 

popular fora of incentive - most fiI'11S take advantac)e of 

this - which supports the view that the main thrust of tax 

incentives is to promote investments in hardware and fixed 

assets. 

The broad strategy proposed attempts to shift the basis of taxation 

from income tax to corporation tax and VAT. In addition a number of 

the key lt">Opholes in the present system which permitted tax evasion 

are addressed. However, in terms of innovation support the emphasis 

is still on general schemes which operate on the basis of sane form 

of tax allowance. 

A nuat>er of general coaaaen ts on these proposals can be made. The 

first is to question whether the proposals are radical enough - they 

still eaphasise tax allowances as the main vehicle for giving 

incentives and whilst closing some loopholes they do not give a clear 

signal about new directions. Incentives based on accounts and tax 

returns will primarily encourage innovation in those areas within 

industrial firms - rather than in developing their capability as 

manufacturers. 
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A second point concerns the extent tc which schemes with low levels 

of utilisation are retained. Fraa figures provided by the Ministry 

of Finance it appears that a:>st finis used a small nUJlllber of 

incentives - 78\ of all usage bei119 accounted for by three schemes. 

There is clearly a case for further sillplific3tion and eliai.nation of 

schemes which have low take-up. 

One interesting new proposal allied at the problem of tax avoidance/ 

evasion, is the introduction of what amounts to a 'tax on incentives' 

of 10\. This is to ensure that fi .. ~ which receive incentives pay at 

least saae element of tax - as opposed to the old system in which it 

was possible to qualify for incentives but also to declare a loss and 

thus end up payi119 no tax duri119 a fiscal year. This tightening up 

is to be welcaned. 

In the general thrust of the reform proposals there will be an 

effective cut in the overall allowances for fixed capital investment 

and in income tax. This might have the effect of shifting the 

incentive to firms for investments in fixed capital to labour, 

particularly since the cut i"l income tax could be expected to work 

its way through to the wage level, thus making it cheaper to employ 

labour. It is difficult to assess the extent to which this may 

happen in Cyprus - not least because of the (as yet unknown) effect 

of introducing VAT which may offset the cut in income tax. But in 

general this shift in eq>hasis is to be welcomed since it stresses 

the idea that investments in people rather than fixed capital are an 

~rtant component of the key innovations outlined in the industrial 

strategy. 

The reductions proposed in the exemptions from ~rt duties are 

valuable since they imply promotion of inventory saving innovations 

such as 'just-in-time' manufacturing. Traditional tariff 

arrangements have been designed to make inputs (of machinery, raw 

materials, etc.) cheap and protect final product sales but there is a 

case for reversing this balance and encouraging more efficient 

management of materials. (To some,extent there is already pressure 
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on cypriot manufacturers since .iq>orted aaterials are a high cost 

item - but the exa111>le of Japan in inventory management is an object 

lesson in tne value of such approaches). 

Another encouraging development is the extension of allovances to 

some items of current expenditure rather than solely to capital. 

This means that incentives can be given to vari.:>Us items of 

'software• - training, market research, Research and Development, 

etc. - again, recognising the illflortance of these innovations in the 

industrial strategy. 

Finally the encouragement of consoL-tia through the incentive schemes 

is to be welcomed. Since the strategy eq>hasises strongly the 

u.>ortance of networking and co-operation between firms, it follows 

that incentives to facilitate such co-operation are needed. Clearly 

the formation of such consortia needs to be monitored (in order n~t 

to create another tax loophole for 'false' consortia set up for the 

purposes of obtaining greater tax relief). The question remains of 

the extent to which consortia are favoured over individual firms -

and whether the proposed 10\ differential should not be widened. 

2.4: Guarantee schemes 

In addition to the tax incentive schemes described above there are 

also four government-backed loan guarantee schemes in operation. 

These are: 

(i) export credit guarantee, in which companies with firm orders for 

exports can obtain guarantees against late or non-payment by the 

customer; 

(ii) working capital loan guarantees, related again to firm export 

orders. This covers the case of a manufacturer who needs to 

borrow working capital in order to set up in production to fulfil 

the order and is e~sentially a form of bridging finance; 
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{iii)guarantees to 'reactivate' displaced people, a specialist scheme 

which was originally se~ up to facilitate the restarting of 

businesses by displaced Cypriots. The scheme is not sector or 

investment type specific and still has a small level of use, 14 

years after it was set up; 

{iv) a General guarantee scheme, in which government guarantees loans 

for proje~ts primarily in the area of manufacturing. 

In considering incentives to promote innovation, it is this last 

scheme which is of interest. It is a ~lex scheme which requires 

the entrepreneur to approach his bank who will in turn approach the 

Ministry of Colllnerce and Industry. An advisory coamittee {with 

representatives of that ministry together with Finance, the Central 

Bank and the Planning Bureau) will look at a feasibility study, make 

a jadgement and, if approved, the Ministry of Finance will offer the 

bank a guarantee. The scheme was originally set up just after the 

events of 1974 and it is acknowledged that in its early years :>f 

operation it had rather loose criteria regarding projects which were 

guaranteed. This has now been tightened up extensively and approval 

rates are now much lower, both in terms of number of applications and 

of costs. 

The scheme in its present form has little impact since it guarantees 

small sums to a t:iny number of applicants; during the four months 

prior to January 1989 there have been only two applications and one 

approval. It is also questionable at a time of high liquidity in the 

coamercial banking sector whether there is a need for further 

guarantees of this form. The biggest criticism is the enormous 

amount of administrative time and energy which has to expended in 

managing a scheme which one civil servant described as 'moribund and 

dying'. The problem is exacerbated by a large backlog of outstanding 

claims from the mid 1970s, few of which have been aettled. Since 

there is considerable ambiguity about responsibilities, obtaining 

payment against these guarantees is a matter for court proceedings 

and consequently the c0111118rcial banks are reluctant to lend further 
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under this scheme - a factor contributing to the reducing level of 

applications. 

Fran this it is clear that the scheme either needs a major overhaul 

or else eo111>lete closure. 

In considering the case for closure it is useful to reflect on the 

conditions under which guarantee schemes might be needed. There are 

three main reasons for their introduction: 

(i) when there is a shortage of direct public finance for particular 

projects or strategic goals (such funding becoming, in effect, 

geared up through bank loans); 

(ii) where the banking sector is reluctant to lend; 
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(iii)where the government wishes to provide specific incentives to 

parti~lar groups of individuals or firms. 

With respect to ( i), where major national investments are 

contenplated - such as setting up a •strategic industry fund' - then 

sane form of loan guarantee might be appropriate as a way of 

mobilising the high liquidity in the connercial banking sector 

towards these targets. There are alternative mechanisms for 

providing such strategic investment support, however - for exanple, 

by channelling EEC funds through the Cyprus Development Banlt. In the 

second case, the high liquidity in the ccmnercial banking sector 

makes it difficult to justify offering government guarantees. Any 

reluctance to lend under these conditions reflects too high a degree 

of risk aversion on the part of the banks; government guarantees 

would simply increase their insulation from such risks. 

Where government is concerned to promote the goals of the industrial 

strategy at the level of the individual firm a case can be made for 

loan guarantees. However, much of the investmer required for this 

involves organisational develo:prnent and training rather than new 

equipment and is unlikely to require major inputs of capital - or 

justify offering a loan guarantee. 

An alternative to government guarantees is the idea of consortium 

guarantees - an approach which has met with success in Italy. In this 

arrangement it is the consortium which assesses the applications for 

funding and agrees to guarantee the loan from the bank. The record 

of such schemes is of high percentage of repayments and of low calls 

on the guarantees - in other words, a more effective system. For 

example, in Modena a consortium of 500 members operates such a scheme 

offering 25\ working capital guarantees for short-terr· (up to 18 

months) periodc and the loans are offered at 2\ below the c011111ercial 

rate. The requests for guarantees are vetted by a panel of 17 

members of the consortium. Failure rates for normal bank loans are 

so 
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approximately 7\ but the comparable record of consortia-guaranteed 

loans is 0.08\. 

There are several features of such schemes which give them advantages 

over traditional government guarantees: 

- first, judgements about the viability of the project are made by 

senior members of the consortium in the light of considerable 

experience and knowledge of the sector and the type of business. 

such assessment in-depth would not be available to bank managers or 

to civil servrants administering a guarantee scheme; 

there is much greater peer group pressure to repay the loan since 

the guarantee is being given by friends and colleagues rather than 

by the state. 

2.5: Other possible incentives 

So far we have ~onsidered tax allowances and loan guarantees. There 

are of course, other mechanisms whereby government can seek to 

.influence the rate and direction of industrial activity. One of 

particular potential in the Cypriot context is the structure of 

regulatory and protective barriers which could be used selectively to 

promote particular kinds of activity. One example is the use of 

tariffs and quotas such as in the furniture industry. All Cypriot 

firms are required to purchase their wood from intermediary 

wholesalers rather than direct from Cyprus Forest Industries. 

How~v"r, the consortium A to Z have successfully applied to the 

Ministry of Comnerce and Industry to buy directly from CFI and in 

cloing so have secured a 15\ raw material price advantage on the 

grounds that this is support for a consortium rather than individual 

firms. Such selective application of restraints (or even their 

complete suspension) in favour of consortia - or in support of other 

policy objectives - can be a powerful incentiv& to change. Examples 

of other kinds of regulation which could be used in this way might 

include: TV advertising, export dutias, ITA support and so on. The 
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inflortant point is that this approach offers a more selective vay of 

targetting incentives at particular sectors, groups or policy 

objectives. It also has the advantage that the costs need not be 

borne by the government but by an agent benefitting fran a monopoly 

position - such as the wood distributors in the CFI case above. 
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3.0 Altemati¥e innovation prcmotion schemes 

Most of the measures described above represent traditional types of 

incentive and can be found in most industrialised countries in some 

fonn. They emphasise financial criteria and are often general rather 

than specific in their focus- sanething of a blunt policy instrument. 

However it is increasingly recognised that some kinds of industrial 

innovation - such as that required in the Cyprus industrial strategy 

- may be less sensitive to this type of generalised scheme which 

essentially operates by altering relative prices, whether by the tax, 

tariff or other system. Rather the need is for a blend of 

information, advice and support to the organisation in its learning 

to make better use of new technological and market opportunities. 

Only when in possession of this information can the industrialist 

really make effective judgements about particular investments and 

their costs. 

In particular, bridging the gap - between incremental, substitution 

innovation aimed at 'doing what we've always done a little better' 

and more radical innovations aimed at improving flexibility and 

agility within the firm - may need alternative incentives. 

This alternative approach characterises a number of policy 

initiatives which grew up in Europe during the late 1970s and early 

1980s in support of major technological changes such as 

microelectronics. Here it was recognised that a strategic challenge 

lay in adopting these technologies as rapidly and as effectively as 

possible - but at the same time it was also recognised that such 

technologies lay outside the range of experience of all but the 

largest and most technologically sophisticated firms. There was a 

significant gap - in skills, in awareness of particular opportunities 

for applying the technology, in project management and so on. This 

prompted a shift away from direct support (by loans, grants, etc. ) 

for investment in fixed assets to prograrrmes which encouraged 

awareness raising and exploration, and provided a variety of advice 
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and consultancy input as a pre-requisite for in•1est.ent decision

making. 

Schemes of this kind have been operating for around 10 years and have 

been the subject of a variety of monitoring Rnd evaluation exercises. 

It will be useful to review their effectiveness in promoting 

innovation of the kinds required in the Cyprus industrial strategy. 

Most schemes have four basic c~nents: 

(i) a general scheme for pranoting awareness of nev technological 

opportunities and for publicising the strategic challenges and 

the need to change; 

(ii) a process of what can be termed 'innovation consultancy', 

whereby the individual firm becanes aware of the specific 

opportunities for applying this technology in its particular 

context. This involves a process of auditing and analysis 

within the firm and is often facilitated by ar external agent 

who plays a role analagous to a general family practitioner in 

the medical world; 

(iii) a process of specialist consultancy, in which opportunities 

identified in stage (ii) above can be explored systematically 

in the context of a feasibility study. This results in the 

generation of useful and specific information on which to base 

decision-making about future investments in new technological 

areas. It is carried out by specialist consultants - extending 

the medical analogy above, these would correspond to the 

hospital specialists able to provide detailed diagnosis and 

treatment; 

(iv) some form of investment assistance for hardware and 'software' 

including training, skills acquisition and organisational 

development. Justification for such support is derived from the 

general and specific information collected in stages (ii) and 

(iii) of the above processs. 
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such schemes have been demonstrably effective in : 

- pra.>ti09 the adoption of new technologies across the economy as a 

whole and particularly in those sectors or firm size brackets where 

innovation ai.ght otherwise have proceeded only in limited form; 

- prmoti09 the adoption of particular types of technology or 

application ( includi09 'soft' technologies such as design or 

quality .anage11ent) ; 

- mobilisi09 national resources on the supply side, able to provide 

the variety of consultancy skills needed for specialist and 

generalist advice. 

Although such schemes often include some form of grant, loan or other 

incentive of a financial nature, the main policy intervention has 

been to focus mich more attention on the awareness and exploration 

stage of the innovation process. That is, they are concerned with 

helpi~g develop both general and firm-specific awareness about 

threats and opportunities in the technical and market environment, 

with identifying opportunities for exploiting new technology in the 

context of the existing business, and in establishing a strategic 

framework (highlighting priorities, long term development of 

technical capacity, skills acquisition, etr..) in which such 

innovation can take place. 

It will be useful to look briefly at each of these stages in terms of 

their aims and the mechanisms whereby they have been implemented in 

practice. 

(i) Awareness raising 

Ahl - the creation of a climate in which - in a general {not firm

specif ic) sense - there is an awareness of new technical and market 

opportunities. 
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hpl~tation - the key to this stage is publicity, usi119 as many 

channels for C011111Unication as possible. This typically includes TY 

and radio, the popular and trade press and a raJl9e of seminars and 

conferences. Key actors in such progranmes are employer's 

federations, trade and technical associations and other groups vith 

sector-specific orientation, since they can begin to focus the 

information. Of particular value here is the demonstration effect 

and videos, case studies and other ways of shoving the experi~nce in 

particular finas of actually using such technology, together vith an 

analysis of the costs and benefits and some of the iJlplementation 

issues can be a powerful motivator for change. By the same token, 

some government progranmes fund a proportion of pilot projects in 

vhich firms receive financial support for early investments in 

innovation in key sectors on condition that they open their doors to 

others vho can see what can be done with the new technological 

opportunities. Demonstrations of this kind are powerful because they 

help get over the 'not invented here' problem and play on competitive 

behaviour between firms. 

(ii) Innovation consultancy 

Aim - to move the individual firm beyond a general awareness level to 

a point where it can see specific opportunities for development 

relevant to its particular situation. 

hplementation - this is essentially an exercise in articulating 

problems, identifying opportunities and prioritising needs into a 

strategic framework for innovation. In this process two inputs are 

needed - the internal knowledge of the firm itself and the wider 

awareness of what potential solutions are available for dealing with 

these particular problems. This cOlllDination of skills in 

articulating and diagnosing problems and matching these to potential 

solutions and a network for their delivery can be termed 'innovation 

consultancy'. Such a generalist role - a combination of missionary, 

taking the gospel of new technology out to firms , a11d of general 

family doctor, diagnosing ailments and reconnending particular 

specialist sources of treatment - is critical to the success of such 

schemes for innovation support. 



(iii) Expert consultancy 

Aim - to brillC) to bear expert resources and experience on the 

priocity problems identified in the innovation consultancy phase. 

Impl-tation - the expert operates in the traditional consultancy 

mode and will be drawn f rcm the available networks in the public and 

private sector. The innovation consultancy process will have 

developed the terms of reference for such an investigation which will 

take the fora of a detailed feasibility study looking at costs, 

benefits, implementation issues and so on. 

(iv) Investwnt auppport 

Aim - to facilitate major investment when this is beyond the scope of 

the firm but where it can be strategically justified (on the evidence 

of the reports from the innovation and expert consulting phases) 

lllple11entation - once the needs are identified in the consultant's 

feasibility study the firm is in a better positior. to make judgements 

about investments. These may require purchase of hardware but may 

also involve acquisition of new i:' · development :>f new 

organisational capabilities or fundamental i -organisation. Sources 

of support for such investment will vary widely and may not 

necessarily require government involvement. The main advantage of 

this approach is that qualifying criteria for support can be made 

more rigorous support depends on the strategic justification 

arising out of the consulting process. 
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Figure 2, shows how such a scheme might operate. 

Figure 2: Operation of an innovation prcmotion scheme 

Funds earmarked for the scheme by relevant government ministry 

Management of the scheme given to a managing agency 

Agency identifies innovati~n consultant network 

Innovation consultants visit industrial firms and 'sell' the scheme, 
carrying out studies within interested firms and developing an 

innovation strategy for them. This is outlined in a report. 

On receipt of the innovation consultants report the managing agency 
approves the next Rtage of expert consultancy to carry out a 

feasibility study in one of the priority areas - for example, design 
iq>rovement. 

The firm, with assistance fran the innovation consultant, the 
managing agency and (possibly) other specialist sources chooses an 

appropriate expert consultant 

Expert consultant carries out feasibility study - typically 10-15 
days duration -and submits a report. 

On receipt of the report and confirmation that the work was completed 
to the satisfaction (and benefit) of the firm, the consultant is paid 

by the managing agency. 

If the report contains proposals for further investment, these will 
be considered by the managing agency or ref erred to relevant sources 

of funds for further support. 
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Following the chronology in figure 2 it will be useful to connent on 

the experiences of other co-~ntries in operating innovation promotion 

schemes of this kind. In particular those factors which have 

contributed to successful operation will be highlighted. 

The first point to make is that the most successful schemes have 

operated outside the normal civil service bureaucracy. In many cases 

this has involved delegation to a managing agent in the public or 

(occasionally) private sector. For ~le, the Design Advisory 

Service in the Ult is run by the Design Council, an independent body 

with the overall aims of promoting design standards. Similarly, the 

marketing support scheme is run by the independent Institute of 

Marketing and the Manufacturing Systems Scheme by the Production 

Engineering Research Association. In tti'" Federal Republic of Germany 

the administration of schemes is often given tc research 

organisations - for example, the scheme to pranote computer-aided 

design and manufacturing is managed by a small branch of the Nuclear 

Research Centre in Karlsruhe. 

Within these centres the administration is usually handled by a small 

team - typically 2 or 3 people - and a minimum of bureaucracy in 

terms of controls, form-filling, etc. Clearly there are safeguards 

which need to apply to ensure proper use of public money, but the 

emphasis in successful schemes is on responsiveness. One aspect of 

this is the ability of the team members to deal with queries quickly, 

often over the telephone - a contrast to the lengthy procedures which 

often characterise more formal government schemes. 

The identification of a network of 'innovation consultants' ls 

another important issue. In some cases the regional networks of the 

relevant ministry can be mobilised but alternative sources include 

private sector consultancies and experienced individuals. The UK 

·~nterprise Initiative' for exampl&, includes a first stage of 

innovation consultancy in which 'enterpri~e counsellors' visit firms 

to identify their innovation and support needs. These consultants 

are drawn from a wide variety of sources but emphasis is placed on 
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recent industrial and mana<Jement experience; age is not a barrier and 

many retired managers have joined the scheme. 

Since the skills required for this type of consulting are essentially 

of a generalist nature, it also becomes possible to train innovation 

consultants in a fairly short time - opening up the possibility of 

civil servants and others undertaking this kind of role. 

An important factor in the success of this stage is for the 

innovation consultants to visit the prospective users of ~e scheme; 

unlike other types of government aid, this approach is pro-active and 

does not assume that firms will make the first approach. This 

enables the scheme to address particular types/sizes of firm as a 

priority. 

The typical innovation consulting process will take between 2 and 5 

days, at the end of which there will be a report setting out the 

innovation strategy likely to be needed and some indication of 

priorities for further investigation. Identifying suitable expert 

consultants for carrying out the next stage - of detailed feasibility 

study - is a potential problem area since the available supply might 

not meet the demand for their services. In fact the experience of 

several schemes has been that the setting up of such consultancy

baiiied promotion schemes has the side benefit of stimulating new 

service industries in the area of consultancy, encouraging a number 

of new businesses to be set up. For example, the UK Design Advisory 

Service has given a major boost to the field of design consultancy 

which now employs some 29,000 people. 

With such an explosion of firms and individuals offering consultancy 

services, care needs to be taken to operate some form of quality 

control !.n order to preserve industrial confidence in the scheme. 

This can be achieved by setting out clear and standard terms of 

reference for all assighments and reports and by collecting feedback ' 

from users as to the performance of their consultants. , over time 
' ' ' 
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this enables a managing agency to develop an list of •approved• 

consultants from which user firms can make a selection. 
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4.0: A scbelle for Cyprus 

4.1: outline of prcp>SeC) sdl•e 

Taking the above elements we can now outline a scheme for Cyprus with 

the following aims: 

- to promote the goals of the industrial strategy; 

- to provide selective assistance to firms in 4 key 
areas: 

- design 

- marketing and exporting 

- manufacturing systentE (including 
quality) 

- business and organisation development; 

- to establish a network of advice and support for 
firms seeking to acquire and improve capability in 
these areas. 

Operation of this scheme involves five stages: 

(i) Awareness-raising; 

(ii) Allocation of funds to specific schemes; 

(iii) Allocation of scheme funds to specific 
projects; 

(iv) Execution of those projects; 

(v) Monitoring and evaluation. 

(i) Awareness raiaing: - this requires activity at two levels, one 

concerned with generally raising awareness about the industrial 

strategy and the need for change and the second concerned with 

the specific task of raising awareness of the scheme. 
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(ii) Allocation of funds to schemes: - the core of this proposal is 

the establishment of a network of innovation and specialist 

consultancy services, the operating costs of which would be met 

in part by government. 

Specifically the proposals are: 

(a) to establish an innovation consultancy service in which firms 

would be visited by trained generalist consultants who would work 

with them for up to five days identifying problems and 

opportunities and preparing an innovation strategy. The costs of 

this stage would be shared between the government (75\) and the 

firm (25\). 

(b) the setting up a.~d operation of a series of special consultancy 

schemes in the following areas: 

- design improvement 

- marketing and export 

- manufacturing systems (including quality systems) 

- business and organisation improvement 

These would be funded on a 50\ basis by the government up to a total 

per firm of 30 days of consultancy. Firms would be free to choose 

between the schem's they used up to this limit, but a minimum of five 

days consultancy per area would be a requirement of the scheme, in 

order to arrive at a sufficiently detailed feasibility study. In the 

case of consortia there would be no constraint on their pooling their 

allocation of 30 days/firm so as to enable a major consultancy 

programne within the consortium. 

The Cyprus Industrial Strategy suggested the establishment of 8 

special funds; this proposal ini;.;orporates six of those under the 

umbrella of a general innovation promotion scheme with the above four 

strands of support. The main differences are, first, that all these 
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schemes are managed within the innovation support progranme rather 

than as the separate agencies indicated in the original CIS document. 

And second, that the funds are primarily available for advice and 

consultancy, to promote the exploration and learning elements of the 

innovation process. 

In parallel with these schemes the process of training needs 

identification and general consultancy in the area of skills and 

labour which the Industrial Training Authority has begun to operate 

would also be taking place so that a fifth area of support would ~ 

available. 

On this basis the ~orrespondence between the original proposals in 

the CIS document and the present proposals are as follows: 

CIS proposals (as set out on p265) 

Design improvement fund 

Management consultancy fund 

Management equipment fund 

Productivity improvement fund 

Technology equipment fund 

Export promotion fund 

CUrrent proposals 

Design improvement scheme 

Business and organisation 
improvement scheme 

Business and organisation 
improvement scheme 

Manufacturing systems 
scheme 

Manufacturing systems 
scheme 

Marketing and export 
improvement scheme 

Although it could be argued that R and D support ought also to be 

included within this scheme it is suggested that: 
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- (a) much of the activity under the broad heading 'R and D' 

corresponds to design and development work and would be covered 

within the proposed design ~rovement scheme 

- (b) the present system of tax allowances provides some incentives 

for R and D activity in the fonn of relief for current 

expenditures and offsets for patenting and related activity. 

(iii) Al1ocation of scheme funds to particular projects: - the major 

task in operating such a prograame li~s in the administration 

of tl-e schemes, allocating funds to specific projects and 

maintaining an overall managament role in the subsequent 

execution process. Experience in other countries indicates 

that it is this stage which is crucial to the success or 

failure of innovation support schemes of this kind. In 

particular, there are several key requirements: 

- management should be in the hands of a small team with full-time 

responsibility for administering the schemes; 

- this team should not be located within an established part of the 

administrative bureacuracy, but should be seen as a separate unit, 

working normal business hours and providing a service; 

- the team should be pro-a.ctiva in mode of operation, actively 

'selling' the schemes rather than waiting for firms to approach 

them. This is particularly important if the schemes are to reach 

smaller firms; 

- the team should be highly responsive. Enquiries should be dealt 

with rapidly and, if possible, by direct telephone comnunication or 

personal visit, rather ·~an by post; 

- paperwork should be cut to the minimum necessary 

effective administration of the scheme. Simple 
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application and project reporting are .iJllK>rtant in attracting firms 

to use the schemes. 

(iv) Execution of projects: the responsibility for carrying out 

innovation consultancy and specialist consultancy work will be 

with professional consultants and organisations. They will be 

expected to work to standard terms of reference set out by the 

management team which define clearly the extent of the work 

which they will be required to do in each firm. Reports - in 

the case of innovation consultancy, on innovation strategy and 

in the case of specialist consultancy, a feasibility study -

should be made to both the firm and the management team and 

must contain a minimum specified level of detail. Payment of 

fees will be dependent on the submission of satisfactory 

reports. 

(v) llonitoring and evaluation : - it is clearly important in a 

scheme of this kind that care is taken to ensure probity arid 

integrity in all aspects of its administration and operation. 

It is therefore proposed to establish a number of specific 

monitoring and evaluation procedures, and to use the services 

of an outside expert consultant to assist in setting them up 

and in developing them during the early months of the scheme's 

operation. 

Monitoring of the scheme will initially take place in several ways: 

(i) the innovation consultants involved in the initial stages of 

the innovation process will remain involved with the firms 

during the later expert consultency phase 1a11d payments will 

only be approved when the innovation consultant agrees that the 

feadbility study report successfully addresses the strategic 

innovation needs of the firm. 
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(ii) records will be kept on the performance of all consultants 

working with the scheme and those which repeatedly fail to meet 

the required standards of quality will be excluded from future 

work under the scheme 

(iii) the scheme itself will be monitored every six DDnths by an 

external agency for a one week period, and this agency will 

report back to the Industrial Restructuring Council. 

{iv) a COlllplaints file will be coapiled for firms which are 

dissatisfied with the workin~s of the system or the decisions 

JDade. Rather than allow the firms to take these complaints up 

with higher authorities within the government system, the 

arbiter - in effect their Ombudsman - will be the external 

consultant involved in monitoring the scheme (under (ii) 

above). 

4.2: Operation of the scheme 

Figure 3 sets out the proposed location and operation of the scheme 

for Cyprus. The scheme would operate for an initial trial period of 

three years, at the end of which it would be evaluated in terms of 

its efficient operation and its contribution to meeting the 

objectives of the Industrial Strategy. 

The key points are SUJllllarised below: 

(i) the scheme will be located wi~hin the Industrial Restructuring 

~.ouncil, using money allocated from the Ministry of Finance to 

the IRC; 

(ii) within thP. IRC an Innovation Support Unit (ISU) will be set up 

with a full-time staff of three. This unit will report 

directly to the Secretariat of the IRC; 
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(iii) funds will be allocated to this ISU from the IRC to establish 

four innovation promotion schemes. These will cover design. 

marketing and export, manufacturing systems and business and 

organisational development; 

(iv) funds will also be made available in the Sdme way to establish 

an Innovation Consultancy service and to promote awareness of 

the schemes in the industrial coanunity; 

(v) one member of the staff of ISU will be charged with awareness 

raising and will ~rk closely with the Ministry of Cmaerce 

and Industry, co-ordinating activities aimed at publicising 

the schemes with t..~ose proLJOting the Cypcus Industrial 

Strategy in more general terms; 

(vi) the remaining two staff members in the ISU will be responsible 

for the day-to-day administration of the innovation 

consultancy and specialist consultancy schemes; 

(vii) it is recognised that specialist knowledqe will be required tc 

help in identifying and selecting consultants and in vetting 

the results of any work. Consequently it is proposed that 

relevant agencies - both existing and those likely to emerge -

be used in this advisory capacity. (Examples would include 

the proposed Design College for the design scheme, the Export 

Promotion Organisation for the export and marketing scheme and 

the Cyprus Productivity Centre for the Manufacturing systems 

scheme). 

(viii) the outputs of the innovation consultancy scheme will lead to 

requests for further specialist consultancy work to explore 

key innovation issues. The ISU will be respor. sible for 

approving this work within the conditions of the scheme; 

(ix) the outputs of the specialist consultancy phase may lead to 

proposals which require some form of investm..nt support. The 

ISU will provide the reports from both the innovation 

consultancy study and the specialist feasibility study to 
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those bodies which aay be able to of fer some form of 

investment support - for example, the Cyprus Development Bank. 
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Figura 3: Proposed operation -----.... ~--.-. 
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4.3: Further inveablent support 

The proposals described above provide support for exploring and 

learning about opportunities for .iq>rovement through technical and 

OrcJanisational innovation. It is recognised that these will often 

lead to specific requirements for investment of various kinds, some 

of which may be an appropriate target for further support from 

government or other sources. However, the decisions about whether or 

not to support a firm can be made in the light of a much more 

detailed level of information (obtained through the feasibility study 

consultancy) than would normally be the case. 

Specifically: 

where the investment involves acquiring or developing new skills, 

the ITA will already have been involved in a training needs 

analysis and their conclusions will be backed up by the reports 

from this programne. Funding of expert consultants for long-term 

skills transfer or for specific training courses etc will normally 

be available through the ITA. 

where the requirement is for reorganisation - for example, in 

setting up a just-in-time system or creating a design department -

then the firm may qualify for an additional tax allowance on 

current expenditure. At present suer. investments attract a total 

of 130\ tax relief and it is proposed that this be extended to 

150\ to provide an incentive to firms to innovate in this 

direction. 

where the requirement is for an investment in hardware, this 

should qualify for an additional 10\ tax allowance on the capital 

investment - i.e. extending this from 20\ to 30\ 

Clearly such a system needs protection from abuse (such as firms 

using it to tr) and avoid paying tax rather than to innovate). 

Consequently such allowances will only be available against a 
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certificate issued by the Secretariat of the IRC through the managing 

agents for the scheme. 

where the proposed investment exceeds that which might normally be 

made by an individual firm or consortium a case could be made for 

some form of special loan through a Strategic Industry Fund 

managed by the COB with a budget of £lJD/year for such major 

projects. The same procedure - of initial feasibility study, 

expert consultancy and finally application for a strategic loan 

could also be applied for consortia projects such as the setting 

up of resource centres to support key sectors. 

4.4: Setting up the scheme - trainillCJ 

One of the main advantages of a scheme of this kind is that it is a 

pluralistic model, encouraging the emergence of actors and networks 

and stimulating/catalysing entrepreneurial behaviour and creative 

problem-saving. This orientation needs to be reflected in the 

administratio~ and management which should be seen as agile, 

responsive and adaptive. 

There are several key skills which will be essential for the 

effective operation of this scheme. 

a training progranme be established 

the ISU with the following elements: 

Accordingly it is proposed that 

for the three full-time staff of 

- familiarisation with key new technologies and 
techniques; 

- understanding the process of innovation consultancy; 

- familiarisation with the operation of similar 
consultancy support schemes in other countries; 

- training in monitoring and evaluation procedureF. 

This would involve several elements including visits abroad to study 

other prograrnnes, intensive training and assistance from, an expert 
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consultant in the setting up and development of monitoring procedures 

and a 1-2 week training course aimed at familiarisation with 

technologies and consultancy skills. 

4.5: Setting up the scheme - consultants 

It is recognised that one of the primary requirements for the 

effective operation of the schemes will be the availability of 

suitably skilled and experienced consultants. Although there is a 

small pool of such expertise in Cyprus and this can be further 

expanded and developed via suitable training, it will be necessary to 

bring in expertise fran abroad in the short term. In addition the 

ISU personnel will have an important role to play in establishing 

contacts with sources of available consulting expertise both in 

Cyprus and abroad, and will need to be supported in travelling and 

related activities aimed at establishing such a network. 

Experience in other countries has shown the importance of developing 

some form of register of approved consultants backed up by an active 

quality control process. Unless firms can be reassured that they are 

making their Eelection from a pool of established and professional 

consultants capable of assisting them, the schemes are unlikely to 

succeed. Therefore it is proposed that one task of the ISU is to 

develop such a register and to monitor closely the performance of 

consultants in carrying out work under the scheme. 

4.6: Setting up the schelle - timing 

The scheme is to operate for an initial three year trial period, 

after which it will be evaluated and its performances assessed. A 

proposed timescale for its setting up and operation is given below: 
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(Assume decision taken in June. 1989 to proceed with setting up the 

scheme) 

July to December. 1989 

January to June 1990 

July 1990 to December 1990 

January 1991 to December 1991 

January 1992 to December 1992 

Establishing team 
Staff training 
Developnent of monitoring 
procedures 
Consulting netllK>rk 
building 
Awareness raising and 
identification of pilot 
sites 

50 firms supported 
External monitoring 
exercise 

50 firms supported 

200 firms supported 
External monitoring 
exercic;e 

250 firms supported 
Final monitoring and 
evaluation 
Performance assessment 

4.7: Setting up the scheme - costs 

On the assumption of an average cost/day of an innovation consultant 

of £150/day and of an expert consultant (assuming many will need to 

cane from abroad) of £300/day, the approximate costs of setting up 

su~h a scheme for a three year period would be £3m, including the 

s1:1l 1ries and operating costs of the ISU staff. This would provide 

support fol a total of 550 firms. 

This is based on the following formula: 

5 days innovation consultancy support @ 75' of cost 

Year l 
Year 2 
Year 3 

100 firms 
200 firms 
250 firms 

Total cost 
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£ 56,250 
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30 days specialist consultancy @ 50\ of cost 

Year 1 100 firms Total cost £ 450,000 
Year 2 200 firms £ 900,000 
Year 3 250 firms £1, 125,000 

Total annual costs: 

Year 1 £ 506,250 
Year £ £1,012,500 
Year 3 £1,265,625 

Tot:al progr- costs ( 3 years) £2, 784, 375 

Plus staff salaries and running costs 
for ISU over three years 

( 1) Under the present tax allowances incentives, the New Products 

Scheme should be re-examined in terms of its current low level 

of use and also its appropriateness under conditions of labour 

shortage in ':yprus; 

(2) Differential support in the form of tax allowances for the 

establishment of consortia should be widened from 10\ to 20\ to 

give a clear signal regarding the desirability of such networks; 

( 3) The tax allowances schemes should be further simplified and 

those with a low rate of take up should be abolished; 

(4) The General Guarantee Scheme under which the government offers 

loan guarantess to firms should be abolished since it has a low 

level of use and is costly to administer; 

(5) As an alternative the concept of 'consortium' guarantees should 

be explored further; 

(6) Use of the existing regulatory system should be explored further 

as a pos~ible alternative to direct financial incentives for 

innovation or for establishing consortia; 
I 
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(7) An Innovation Pranotion Scheme should be established for a trial 

period of three years, after which it will be evaluated and its 

performance and operating mechanisms assessed. This Scheme 

should be located in the Industrial Restructuring Council and 

will bave the following aims: 

- to promote the goals of the industrial strategy; 

- to provide selective assistance to firms in 4 key 
areas: 

- design 

- marketing and exporting 

- manufacturing systems (including 
quality) 

- business and organisation development; 

- to establish a network of advice and 

support for firms seeking to acquire and 

improve capability in these areas. 

(8) Selective assistance will be offered by support schemes in the 

key areas listed above. Within the schemes , two kinds of support 

should be offered: 

- innovation consultancy, up to 5 days at 75\ of cost 

- specialist consultancy, up to 30 days at 50\ of cost 

(9) In order to promote and administer such schemes, the IRC should 

establish an Innovation Support Unit with a full-time staff of 3. 

( lO)Operation of the schemes should be regularly moni~ored using 

procedures set up by an expert advisor working with the ISU. In 

addition the schemes should be sul:>ject to an annual monitoring 

review, conducted by an external agency. 

(ll)Training to equip the staff of the ISU and others involved in the 

innovation support progranrne should be provided. 
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Appendix 1: Sources of infomation 

During the course of this brief study, interviews were held with the 

following people (and their colleagues), many of whom also kindly 

supplied documents and other supporting information: 

G. Hadjianastasi~u, Ministry of Finance 

S. Kiliaris, Ministry of Finance 

E. SOfronis, Ministry of Finance 

F. SOrokos, Ministry of Finance 

J. loannides, Cyprus Development Bank 

Ms L. Mylona, Industrial Training Authority 

c. constantinides, Industrial Training Authority 

P. Koutourousis, Ministry of Conmerce and Industry 

A. Malaos, Planning Bureau 

P. Karis, Cyprus Chamber of Conwnerce and Industry 

P. Kareklas, Cyprus Employers and Industrialists Federation 
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The Cyprus Industrial strategy 

Consortia and the 'lhird Italy 

Robin llurray, Michael Best all\ 
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Report on study visit.a to furniture and clothing sectors in Italy. 

As part of the programne of i.nf>lementation of the Cyprus Industrial 

Strategy, two study tours to Italy were arranged vhose purpose was 

for Cypriot industrialists and relevant public sector officers to: 

get acquainted with the roles, functions and operations of 

industrial consortia and their contributions to thP- promotion of 

the 'flexible specialisation' industrial strategy and process in 

Italy. 

- gain knowledge and practical experience in order to determine ways 

and means of establishing and operating industrial consortia best 

suited to the requirements and situation of Cyprus. 

- observe the application of c~uter aided design techniques, 

notably in the clothing industry. 

To this end participants should have a chance to visit appropriate 

consortia, industrial enterprises and plants, centres for coanon 

services, fil'IDS/agencie~ specialised/dealing in CAD, and attend 

meetings with relevant organisations. 
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2. Mature of the report 

This report is intended both as a record of the visits, and as a 

means of conveying the experience and lessons of the visits for those 

in Cyprus who were not able to participate in the visits. 

3. Brief 

The furniture visit took place at the end of January, and was centred 

in Milan in the furniture industrial district in the BrianU! region 

in the province of CCll!o, and in the second half of the week in the 

Mod9na province of Emilia Romagna. l'he clothing visit took place in 

March and centred on carpi, one of the leading international centres 

for middle and high fashion knitwear. 

A full list of those organisations and peop~e visited during the two 

trips is given overleaf. There were 11 consortia and cOlllllOn service 

organisations (see figure 1), 9 industrial firms, 2 ~howrooms, and a 

number of industry specialists. 

Of the 14 Cypriots who made up the two delegations, 9 were 

industrialists, and 5 were from the public and quasi public sector. 

The specialist adviser on the furniture visit was Professor Michael 

Best of the University of Massachussets, Amherst, an expert on the 

furniture industry and author of thG furniture sect!on of the Cyprue 

Industrial Strategy. On the clothing visit, the adviser was Mari.:> 

Pezzini, a clothing expert from the Universit} of Modena. The 

success of the visit owed much to their organisation and guidance, as 

to the staff of the Centro Studi lndustria Legc;era in Milan, to 

Professor Brusr.o of the University of Modena - one of the principal 

architects of the. flexible specialisation policies in Italy - to 

Andrea Tosi and Giovanni Gorni of the National Confederation of 

Artisans in Modena, and to Adriana Zini, the furniture industry 

specia~i~t in Ervet, th~ regional development company irt ~ilia 
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,carpis 

• 
'Dle artisan funliture 
district north of ll!lan 
is focussed on aall 

·.a>wis like Cabiate (popu
latiO!l s,ooo with 700 
furniture finis) and cantu, 
ubereas 'VOlumt production 
is f o\Dld on the outskirts 
of Milan. 



'Romac)na. We felt privileged to be given such open access to 

individual firms and the ca11DOn service organisations - and we would 

like to record the thanks of the participants, of UNIDO and UNDP, and 

of the Cyprus Industrial Strategy team to these individuals for 

making the visits so worthwhile, and to the Italian industrialists 

and centre specialists who were so generous with their time and 

hospitality. 
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Italian PUrniture Visit: organisations and people visited. 

1. Centro Studi Industria Leggera, a private research CQlll>ClnY 
located in Milan, specialising in economic analysis, market 
r~search and technical consultancy in light industry, notably in 
furniture. The Director, Professor Massimo Florio, is one of the 
leadin~ analysts on the Italian furniture industry and addressed 
our group on the first morning. 

2. CIAT, a volume furniture producer in Truggio, Brianza. 

3. SUperfici, a factory producing furniture machinery. 

4. Cabiate Produce, an export consortia of 13 small firms in the 
town of Cabiate, south of Como. 

5. FB di Beretta Guiseppe & Co, a chair factory producing primarily 
reproduction chairs and a member of the Cabiate consortia. 

6. A municipal conmercial support organisation, providing services 
for the export and domestic market for some 700 furniture firms 
in cabiate. 

1. A furniture showrooms consortia, serving primarily the home 
market, called Consorzio Esposizione Mobili located in C"\JltU, 

another furniture town in the Como area. 

8. A second export consortiwn in cabiate, thiF one for medium sized 
firms, callee Consorzio Marka Italia. 

9. The Milan showroar.s of two of the best known design led furniture 
firms, Arflex and cassina. 

10. The Institut~ Europeo di Design, a private college, which - along 
with the Oomus Academy - is the leading centre of industrial 
design education in Milan. 

11. Eurocom, an artisan firm of 20 pe:>ple, producing post forming 
laminated panels, using just-in-time systems of pt'oduction, in 
Modena. 

12. Malavasi, a specialist producer of kitchen furniture, in the 
carpi region of Emilia Romagna. 

13. cavani and Di Mattia, an artisan factory specialising in fini
shing, aa a service to other producers, including Malavasi, whom 
we visited earlier. 

14. CESMA, a collective services centre for the agricultural machi
nery sector. This was a possible model for a collective services 
centre for the furniture industry. It was located in Reggio 
Emilia. 

15. COFIM, a financial consortia for firms in Modena, with 500 
members, and apoc~alising in -hort term finance. 
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16. Professor Brusco of the University of Modena, one of the 
architects of the flexible specialisation policies in Emilia 
Romagna, and his assistant, Mario Pezzini, who is a specialist on 
clothing. 

11. Adriana Zini, the furniture sector specialist of ERVET, the 
regional economic develcpment c~y for Emilia Romagna. 

18. Dr. Giovanni Gorni, of the national federation of artisans (CNA). 
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Italian clothing organisations and pecple visited. 

1. Confezioni Alex Sue, a final product firm producing progranmed 
aa111>les and using just-in-t!me met~ods of production (carpi). 

Tellon : Angelo Sue, a sub-contract weaving firm using advanced 
technology (Soliera) 

3. Piccinin : Bruno. a sub-contract tailoring firm whose strategy 
centres round a skilled workforce. (carpi). 

4. CITER, the clothing industry resource centre for the region of 
Ell.ilia Romagna. The centre has 500 member coq>anies, 51' of them 
in knitwear, and 49' in clothing; 60' are artisans with less than 
20 workers, and 81' produce under their own trade name. 

5. CITERA, the computer aided design (CAD) service provided by CI'l'ER 
for its member firms. It bas a data bank of more than 50,000 
designs, as well as the more usual CAD facilities. 

6. Centro Dati Abbigliamento, a consortia of 300 sub-contractors in 
carpi. 

7. Video Koda, a sales consortia for showing slides and videos of 
members' samples to visiting buyers (carpi). 

8. The local off ice of the National confederation of Artisans (CNA) 
in carpi North, the largest of the 60 local CNA offices in Modena 
province. It has 900 member firms (60' of them in clothing and 
knitwear), and a staff of 25. The main services provided are 
payrollir.g, book-keeping, advice on management accountin<;, 
support of start-ups, and advice on credit and loans. 

9. COFIM, a financial consortia of 500 firms in Modena. 

10. SIAER, the CNA's specialised information centre for the region of 
Emilia Romagna. This office develops software for use in the 
local CNA offices, as well as synthesizing the info!'llldtion on 
artisans' accounts from local offices in order to analyse 
tendencies. 

11. Andrea Tosi, clothing specialist at the CNA provincial 
headquarte~s in Modena. 
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Figure 1. 

Italian Consortia visited. 

PUnction ltullber of Firms 

Furniture 

cabiatc Produce (Cabiate) Export 15 artisans 

Consorzio Espozione Mobile (Cantu) camnon showroom 120 artisans 

Consorzio Marka Italia (Cabiate) Export 9 medium 
sized 

Clothing 

Centro Dati Abbigliamento (carpi) 

Video Modo (Carpi) 

CITER (Carpi) 

CITERA (Carpi) 

Agricultural Machine!:Y • 
CESMA (Reggio Emilia) 

Data bank of sub
contractors 

Sales consortia 
for showing slides · 
and videos of samples 
to visiting buyers 

A real service 

300 sub-. 
contractors 
90\artisans 

40 artisans 

500, (60% 
artisans) centre for the 

regional clothing 
industry, directly 
providing information 
on markets, technology 
and fashion trends 

CAD and fashion 
data bank 

As for 
CITER 
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Regional real services 170 
centre for information 
and advice on marketing, 
training, technological 
innovation, machinery 
'homologation' and 
certification 



Multi-sectoral 

COFIM (Modena) 

CNA (local office in carpi North) 

SIAER (Modena) 

Financial consortia 
for providing 
guarantees for bank 
loans to merrbers 

Payrolling, 
bookkeeping, 
accounting advice, 
start-up support, 
financial advice 

Software services 
for CNA network 
in region of Emilia 
Romagna 
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small and 
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sized 

900 
artisans 

9 provin
cial 
organi
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4- llarketing Consortia 

The retailing system in both furniture and clothing is less 

concentrated in Italy than it is in the UK and the United States. 

Finns like Bennetton and Stef anel in Veneto in the North East have 

developed co-ordinated systems of production and distribution based 

on franchised retail outlets and dependent sub-contractors, but such 

vertical integration is rare. Instead, the more traditional forms of 

trade fairs, wholesalers, and urban retailers comprise the main 

outlets within Italy itself. 

In many of the industrial regions like carpi buyers come to the 

district and travel from firm to firm, but where there are 900 final 

product clothing firms (as there are in the province of Modena) and 

700 furniture firms (as there are in the village of Cabiate) there 

are clearly limits to the number of firms any one buyer may visit. 

While an individual small producer may establish re9Ular relations 

with certain wholesalers or retail outlets, it is clearly difficult 

for them to reach an export market. 

In Carpi, 40 of the 150 artisan final knitwear firms have recently 

established an office with a single worker called Video Modo. This 

was in response to the need of the smallest firms who could not 

afford their own agent. Buyers visit the office, are shown slides 

and videos of the samples of member firms, and ~re then directed on 

to the firms in whose products they are interested. There is no 

atteq>t at quality control. The office is pur~ly an information 

centre. It conducts research on clients and on Italian agents, and 

earlier this year held its first exhibition of clothes for German 

buyers. In its first full year of operation, 1988, it was visited by 

200 buyers, 30\ of whom were from abroad. 
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The Centro Dato Abbigliamento performs a similar role for sub

contractors. From a desk in the carpi Chamber of Conmerce, a single 

officer runs a databank on the 300 sub-contractors who have joined 

the consortia. When a final firm rings up, the Centro matches the 

final firm's requirements (type of machine, level of quality) to the 

data bank and gives 5 names of sub-contractors who have the current 

capacity to carry out the order. There is no mechanism of quality 

control for the Centro sees its task as one of a clearing house 

rather than a broker. 

In the Brianza furniture district between Milan and Como the forms of 

joint marketing are more extensive. In Cantu, for example, the 

Consorzio Esposizione Mobile (CEM) - established in 1949 - runs a 

large 4 sto: ·ey, 6, 000 square feet showroom for its 120 artisan member 

firms. It does not sell directly. but rather acts as a broker 

between buyers, designers and architects on the one hand and 

artisanal firms on the other. When we visited there were more than 

800 different pieces of furniture on display. Had we been buyers, we 

would have visited selected producers, who would have made to order 

for delivery within 40-60 days. CEM operated an inspectorate to 

ensure that the furniture was produced locally, and there was also a 

system of quality control. Where orders were large, CEM would 

allocate the work amongst its members. It also formed a link between 

local architects and designers and artisan producers. CEM was one of 

three such conman showrooms in this small town. 

A few miles away in Cabiate, we visited two export consortia. The 

first Consorzio Cabiate Produce was an organisation of 15 artisanal 

firms, employing between them 150 workers, and with total foreign 

sales of $4 million in 1987. It employs 4 people ir. a central office 

and 2 in showroom/warehouse, and has started to engage architects to 

prodnce designs. Most production takes place to order - though 

recc.,1tly there has also bee:i some output for stock. The orders are 

passed to producers, who set the price on the goods, to which the 

consortia add a mark-up. Where the price appears too high, the 

consortia will discuss the basis of pricing with the producer, and 

there is &~me sharing :of :technical advice in thi~ way. If the output 
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of a member is not selling, the consortia will look at the product to 

try and determine why, and if there is no inmediate remedy, the 

COlllllittee may allocate orders for other products to that producer. 

'1'he Consortia was started in 1973 and required regular injections of 

cash from its members until two years ago, partly because it was 

building up its assets (the fine off ices and warehouse stands beside 

the village green and is wholly owned by the consortia - firms 

joining have to pay an entry fee reflecting the value of these 

assets) - and partly because of a long learning period. Thinking 

back over this period, the consortia chairman - who specialised in 

producing beds - said that they had been under financed, that they 

should have realised earlier the importance of expert help, and that 

they had relied on highly crafted traditional designs and were only 

recently introducing modern ranges. 

Yet, in spite of these early difficulties, the consortia is now 

strong, exportiug to the US and Japan as well as Europe, in high 

value added market niches. Its experience also indicates how co-

operation on sales leads also to specialisation in production - they 

try and ensure that not more than one member produces a particular 

line of goods - to sharing of technical information, and to new 

developments in design. 

It was in design that there was the strongest contrast with the 

second consortia in cabiate, Marka Italia, which comprised nine 

mediwn sized 111BJ1ufacturers, serving only the export market. The 

firms had their own designers, or employed architects on a contract 

• 
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basis, and the consortia itself had employed an architect to design a 

distinct "Marka Italia" line. They have a more rapid delivery time 

than the artisans ( fran one to a maximum of thirty days) and more 

formal quality control. 

In general, export and marketing consortia are one means of sharing 

overheads. They have been greatly encouraged by state support -

national and regional funding covering up to 50\ of a consortia' s 

running costs - whose policy has been to promote collective action 

rather than subsidise individual firms. The clothing services we 

visited kept themselves strictly co~fined to an informational role: 

the furniture export consortia, on the other hand, played a more 

dynamic role, leading to collective initiatives in design, in quality 

control and some element of technical advice. 
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5. Centres for real services. 

Centres for Real Services have been promoted by Italian local and 

regional government during the 1980's to extend co-operation beyond 

the relatively small number of firms involved in particular marketing 

or production consortia. Ervet - the regional development agency in 

Emilia Romagna - has started 10 such centres, 6 of them sectoral - in 

ceramic tiles, clothing and garments, footwear, agricultural 

machinery, construction and metal materials - and the others relate 

to export prcs>tion, training, innovation, and sub-contracting. We 

also collected information on similar 'service consortia' in the shoe 

industry (Lucca), and in clothing (Biella, Prato, Enpoli). 

We vished two of the most successful ones, CESMA - which provides 

services for the agricultural machinery industry in Emilia Ranagna, 

and CITER which serves the clothing industry in the same region. 

CESMA was established in 1983 and now has 170 member firms. It 

provides market intelligence, domestic market surveys, export market 

analysis, and overseas marketing support; it helps design an& 

organise training progrannes, and runs management courses for the 

membership; it diffuses technological information, identifies 

transnational industrial co-operation agreements, pranotes innovative 

pilot projects, assists companies with procedures to get access to 

funds for new product development, designs, co-ordinates the 

manufacturing of, ar.d tests, protot\tpe equipment, and helps introduce 

advanced management techniques. Perhaps most valuable of all, it 

addresses on~ of the main problems for exporten cf agricultural 

machinery - the different national norms and standards, the varying 

regulations and procedures, and the range of testing procedures which 

act as barriers to non domestic firms. 
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CESMA • s strategy was to appoint - through head hunting - a senior 

multinational manager who had worked for Fiat, John Deere and 

Lamborghini, someone who knew the export field well, and who is now 

putting his expertise and networks of international contacts at the 

service of the local FJnilian firms. 

CITER, (Centro Inforr..azione Tessile dell'lmilia Romagna), is a 

textile and clothing industry information centre for FJnilia-Ranagna 

that was founded in 1980 as a limited liability consortium. The 

founding members Wt!re ERVET, three artisanal associations including 

CNA, and two industrial associations. Today of 500 member companies, 

51 per cent are in knitwear and 40 per cent in clothing, 60 per cent 

are artisan companies and 40 per cent industrial companies, and 80 

per cent produce proprietorial products (as distinct from being sub

contractors) non-member companies include companies, design studios 

and technical colleges throughout Italy. CITER is governed by member 

companies which annually elect a 19 men!>er board of directors made up 

of representatives of companies, government, and productive 

associations. It is managed by a presidents office of three and a 

staff of 14. Staff members can call upon over 40 consultants for 

specific projects. 

CITER provides three types of support services to firms: fashion, 

market, and technology. 

The most distinctive feature of the clothing industry is the 

sensitivity of orders ·1.0 fashion. Even small firms that choose to 

counter the mainstream have to be aware Jf fashion trends in order to 

diffe1·entiate their products. In the "planned" 1urket segment, 

f ashi.on trends are set between 12 and 15 months before the season in 

which they are marketed. This means makin1 choices in theme, 

material, colour, style, shap~, cut ftnd trim. 

Consequently the first service of CITER is collecting and 

disseminating fashion information. CIT&R's staff acts as a fashion 
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information centre for the industrial district by maintaining close 

contact vith the international fashion creating centres. This 

involves attendance at exhibitions and fashion shovs; discussions 

vith purchasers. designers, researchers and material producers; and 

awareness of JDedia uses and construction of cultural symbols. 

Fashion information is made available to coq>anies by meetings, 

publications. video presentations. and consultation. 

The second service of CITER is marketing vhich includes the tracking 

of competitor developments around the vorld. The development of 

worldwide excess supply has led CITER to assist firms to drive down 

the 12 to 15 month lead time between the presentation of collections 

or samples and deliveries to outlets typical of the "planned" system 

of production. The result is the development of "semi-planned" 

production methods which have reduced the 12 to 15 month period to 

between 2 and 3 months. 

altering supplier relations. 

Not surprisingly, this means radically 

Under the "semi-planned" system, companies rely upon fewer suppliers 

with whom they have more intimate relations. Reducing time can 

quickly escalate costs for it is costly to requisition and produce 

the right button, buckle or yarn on the spot. Thus the semi-planned 

approach reduces the risk of guessing wrong on fashion but increases 

the costs and reduces the ranges that can be offered. 

A third strategy, "ready fashion", is emerging which can deliver 

orders in 15-23 working days by introducing 5 to 6 new pieceo each 

week to a limited distributional network. But even more so than with 

the semi-planned system, the range of clothing is limited to inputs 

that can be produced in shor~ order. 

The microelectronics revolution is impacting on the viability of 

canpetitive strategies. ' CITER, in co-oper~tion with ENEA (the 
' 

Italian Atomic and Alternative Energy Agency which maintains 

considerllble expertise i~ hi9h technology) has developed a computer 
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aided design system that can substantially reduce the time and costs 

of preparing s~les from which retailers and wholesalers order for 

upcaning seasons. over 50,000 entries have been entered onto a 

cmp1ter memory including colours, drawings, sketches, stitches, 

images and materials. These entries becane data from which a 

coaputer progranme can generate a virtually infinite variety of 

colour and pattern blends. Collections can then be created on the 

screen and printed on high-resolution graphic paper, as opposed to 

made up in the actual materials. It becanes possible to experiment 

with styles and combinations that would have been prohibitively 

expen3ive before. CITER staff members estimates that the cost of the 

CAD system will be under £50,000. 

Although members can use the system at CITER's offices, the centre's 

aim is to have the equipment inside the firms, since they see the use 

of the system as a means of daily learning, and of being stimulated 

in the development of new designs. It is the difference, for a 

designer, of having a book of designs on their shelf as against being 

able to use it in a library. The centre has thus begun a programne 

of training and explanation to members in the use of the CAD system -

they have spent 3-4 hours with more than 200 firms to date - and over 

the period of the systems develOJ.>1D9nt they have seen an increase of 

50\ in the use of CAD within member firms. 

CITER' s philosophy centres round training as much as information. 

The organisation was formed out of training progranmes in the 1970's, 

and this has continued to be a theme of its work. Learning may be a 

better word, for this is how they see the regular discussions which 

take place between industrialists at CITER, as well as the process of 

information provision, or of the CAD services. They are currently 

developing new training projects in design for post graduates (with 

50\ of the time spent at the University of Modena, and SO\ in CITER 

gaining professional knowledge) and in the use of CITERA. The 

problem of combining information services and training, however, is -

according to the centr~' s director - that the former has to be 

flexible and geare' to' the time of the firm, while the latter 

observes the more stable 'time of the' school. 
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The success of CITER is reflected in the continui09 growth of 

IDSlli>ership. in the high professional sta.~dards of the services which 

ve saw, the regular quarterly information material on markets, 

fashion trends and technology, and finally in CITER's expansion 

outside the region. It now bas clients in Tuscany, Umbria, the 

Marcbe. and 50 ccmpanies elsei:lhere. The Italian government is 

promoting a CITER type organisation in the South of Italy, and CITER 

itself is advising on the establishmer.t of clothing service centres 

in Morocco and Algeria. 

The Director• s advice for the establishment of such a centre was 

fourfold: 

- to allow a long perioe. for development; 

- to ensure that there are substantial public funds 

so that the scale of charges is not so high as to 

discourage diffusion, and so as to allow the finance 

of new projects like CITERA (which took four years to 

develop); 

- to try and provide tnformation and skill together, 

aware of the organisational tension which could arise 

between them; 

- to get new technology systems (like CAD) into the firms 

themselves. 

Her view of the 1990's was that the very small firms would have to 

grow - both sub-contractors and final firms would need to havP, say, 

25-30 employees to cope not just with fashion and new technology, but 

the simultaneous linking of both of them with quality, advertising, 

price and internal innovation. However, with an effective c0111110n 

services centre (and we could add with other joint services such as 

the export consortia) she saw no reason why firms of this size should 
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not be internationally competitive. The distinction was between 

small/medium and very small firms. In Emilia Romagna it was the very 

small sub-contractors - the great majority of whom were not in CITER, 

and who had neither the time nor money to gather and use key 

technological and commercial information - who were the weaker part 

of the industry. As we saw from our visits and more general 

discussions, the danger for the very small sub-contractors was that 

they would rely on longer hours or lower pay rather '.:ban invest in 

their own upgrading. 

6. '!be CMA and the provision of business services 

The National Confederation of Artisans describes itself as a union, 

and many of its features are more reminiscent of a union than an 

employers association. It puts great emphasis on health facilities 

for its members, and on the standard of living and welfare of its 

members when they retire and become pensioners. Perhaps the closest 

parallel is with a farmers union. Indeed, the position of artisan 

firms in Italy shares many of the characteristics of family farms. 

Officially an artisan firm must employ at least. two family membP.rs, 

and not more than 18 people (other than family members and trainees). 

Those we visited were either centred round family members or friends. 

Like farmers varying their work with t~1e seasons, so the artisan 

firms vary their workload according to demand, calling on extra 

family members when work is particularly intense. The artisan firm 

provides a flexible workforce in the same way that a family farm 

does, and it likewise shar'!s the mixture of independence and co

operation, and the sense of traditional skill that characterises 

traditional peasant farming. 

The CNA was started after the second world war to strengthen the 

artisan sector in its competition with larger fir.ns. On the one hand 

it provides basic business services - accounting, financial advice, 
' 

payrolling and so on. On the other it acts,as a continual champion 

of modernisation: of internal management 'as much as productive 
' ' 

technology. It has established specialist organisations to encourage 
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the spread of informatics, new technology, & managerial and manual 

training. Its sectoral associations provide research and information 

on industrial trends, and circulate information and encourage 

discussion between producers. It ~as participated in the crGation 

and operation of the centres for real services, and of financial co

operatives. It thus acts as a c~ion of the artisan sector - both 

politically, and through attempts to provide the services that would 

be available to larger firms. 

The .inp>rtance of the CHA is visually evident. Its main office in 

carpi is a tall, wide office block, which reminds one of a financial 

institution. The brcmch in carpi North was also modern, and employed 

25 people (24 of them women) - mainly accountants and clerks - to 

serJice the 900 member firms. Firms pay $300 a year for membership 

(receiving in return a range of ir.formation on tax changes, labour 

contracts, developments in their sector, as well as notification of 

CNA discussion and briefing meetir.gs), and further fees for 

particular services ($20 a year per payslip for payrolling, $350 a 

year for simple bookkeeping, $25 to be a member of one of three local 

financial co-operatives which provide loan guarantees at reduced 

interest rates). Thus the CNA does appear as a business services 

firm with a difference - for it not only provides these services to 

individual members, it also encourages its members to work together. 

It represents them in national wage negotiations, and politically. A 

measure of its success is membership: 12, 770 members in Modena 

province, 65,486 in Emilia Romagna, 340,000 in Italy csi: a whole. 

Nationally the CNA employs 7,000 people, and we should remember it is 

only one of four artisan associations organised this way. The 

resulting political weight is reflected in the legislation which has 

been passed in support of artisans, from simplified regulations and 

tax administration, to favourable tax treatment, support for 

infrastructural projects for artisans, and so on. 
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Financial Consortia. 

There are saae 100 financial consortia in Italy (consorzi fidi). The 

majority of thea are local, and are financial co-operatives of local 

f i.rms whose function is not to make loans themselves, but guarantee 

loans made by banks to their llelli>ers. They are primarily concerned 

vi th short term loans, (up to 18 months) ; longer term loans ( 18 

a>nths to 1 years), are dealt with by regional consortia, COBIP<>Sed of 

constituent provincial consortia, and there is also a nation£.l 

organisation - the Federation Conf iJi - which acts as a continuous 

link between the consortia and the GovernDP.nt in Rane. The struct•1re 

is therefore cc-operative and federative, each higher layer emerging 

from the lower one, rather than being a top dow~ ':nitary structure. 

We visited the local consorzio fidi in Modena (COFIM). It was 

started in 1981, on the initiative of 12 people, principally in order 

to provide more accessible and cheaper working capital. It now has 

500 members, 95\ of them employing between 10 and 200 workers, 85\ of 

them with less than 100. Its l'lelllbership is of small and medium size 

enterprises, not a:-t5sans, and coq>rises all the most important 

Modenese firms, arid ::>5\ of all firms in this category in the area. 

It has a staff of 21 people working from the local Chamber of 

Colllnerce building. 

Its manner of operation is as follows:- a firm seeking a loan 

applies both to COFIM, and to any of the seven banks associated with 

the scheme. Both the bank and COFIM assess the project, and the 

application is then put before COFIM' s executive coamittee composed 

of 18 people, 15 of the member industrialists drawn from different 

sectors, plus one each from the Chamber of Coa'lllerce, the municipal 

council, and the provincial authority. The coamittee decides whether 

or not to provide the guarantee (in 98\ of the cases it decides in 

favour). If the bank also agrees, then COFIM provides a gu~rantee of 

between 10\ and 50\ of the bank loan. The majority (70\) are for 25\ 

backing though originally 50\ was the rule. Decisions are normally 

made within a month of the application. 
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If the member firm fails to repay the loan, the consortia repays the 

bank, either out of its accumulated fands, or from guarantees given 

by its individual members. Details are given in the constitution 

attached as an Appendix. 

following reasons: 

The risks are small, however, for the 

a) COFIM has built up reserves from: 

- a conmission of 0.5% on each loan guaranteed by the 
consortium 

- local government grants 

- a small membership fee which firms pay on joining, (£85) 

the reserves comprise abciut 5% of the outstanding 
guarantees. 

b) the firm receiving the loan gi\es the consortium a promissory note 

worth l/15th of the value of the guarantee, which is given back 

one year after the loan is repaid 

c) loans are restricted to 5% of the borrowers · tal sales, plus 2 

million lire (£870) for each worker. A firm with turnover of El 

million, and 30 workers, would thus be able to borrow some £7&,000 

under the scheme. The average loan is, in fact, around £65,000. 

d) the failure rate is very low. Whereas in normal conmercial loans 

Italian banks expect a 7% failure rate, co:nM guaranteed loans 

have a failure rate of 0.08%. 

Principally, because of the low failure rate, banks have been willing 

to cut their rates on COFIM backed loans, at first 1-2\ below the 

normal loan rate, now up to 4\ below the normal rate. In addition, 

' where reserves are more than adequate, COFIM itself can give a 

, further subsidy to the rate. The low failure rate has also allowed 
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the progressive reduction of the proportion of the loan that COFIM 

guarantees. 

COFIM has grown rapidly. In 1988 it guaranteed 250 loans valued at 

40 milliard lire (£17.4m), and in 1989 vol~ is due to rise 25\ to 

50 milliard lire. Originally only two banks weI'P. involved in the 

scheme. Now there are seven and new banks coming to Modena approach 

COFIM as a channel to what, fran a formal point of view, is a 

fragmented local industry. 

What lessons can we draw from the success of C:OFIM? 

Firstly, instead of offering the security of an asset, COFIM is 

offering the security of trust. This is the word used again and 

again by the staff and officers of COFIM. Put more generally, the 

financial transaction is not undertaken between anonymous parties, 

but between those who have close social relations. Thus the Vice 

President told us that the high proportion of approvals by the COFIM 

Board was principally because members only submitted schemes they 

really believed in. They knew they had a reputation within the area 

which they wanted to maintain. The counterpart of this was trust by 

the conmittee members of the consortia and, a further consequence, a 

feeling of obligation to repay by the borrower. As one borrower was 

reported as saying: "When I borrow through the consortia I lie awake 

at night thinking how to repay it; when I borrow from & bank, I lie 

awake at night wondering how not to repay it". 

Secondly, part of this close social relationship is a question of 

information. The industrialists on the Board know the applicants in 

a way in which no branch bank manager normally would. They may have 

grown up together, done business together, even worked for one 

ano~her. Lacking this information, conmercial banks tend to fall 

back on guarantees, as security against risk. One' part of r.isk is 

lack of information about the borrower. 
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Equally, the fact that all main sectors are represented on COFIM' s 

board means that applications will be considered by those who know 

the industry. The Board is elected every three years by the 

JDelllbership, and this means that those appointed are trusted by fellow 

industril'lists in the same sector. They will be in a position to 

advise an} applicant on his or her project through their practical 

knowledge 'Jf the industry - again a form of information which a 

branch br.nk manager rarely has. COFIM is, therefore, a means of 

110ving t...eyond th~ loan transaction as an arms length deal with highly 

.imperfect information: it ailows the process of lending to become a 

two way process of project improvement, as well as a more substantive 

~arsonal asses:a1ent. 

Thirdly, this active role played by COFIM in the process of 

conmercial lending is in the process of being extended. With its 

associated banks, COFIM has started special l<>Rn schemes for 

particular types of investment it considers important for the 

efficient operation of its members. over the past five years there 

have been a number cf these schemes covering: new technology; 

coq>uterisation; marketing; investments to improve product quality; 

to process waste; and to upgrade the physical conditions of wcrkers. 

The March 1989 edition of its quarterly newsletter carries an 

advertisement from the Banco S. Geminiano in collaboration with COFIM 

to lend up to 200M lire per firm (E87,000) for investment in advanced 

tertiary sector firms for studies, research, investment in machinery 

and so on. COFIM is thus becoming a sector strategic insti ·. ion for 

the main industrial branches in its locality. 

It also sees itself as a source of financial advice on suitable 

financial instruments, or alternative potential lenders. 

Fourthly, critical to its successful operation is control by its 

members. Given that the risk is being taken by the members it is 

clearly appropriate for the members - through the elected Board - to 

determine who, from among themselves, receives the guararatee. In 

most countries, such risk funds and guarantees coming from other 
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sources, notably the state, would not generate the same relations of 

obligation, and information as the Confidi system does. Indeed, the 

local C011111Unes have come to see COFD as a mch .:>re adequate channel 

for loan funds than any publicly controlled financial institution. 

Once the principal of control by members is accepted - as it has to 

be for the systea to operate - it follows that higher level 

institutions mist likewise be controlled from below. The r&gional 

consortia for Failia Ranagna for ~le is controlled by the 16 

provincial consortia in the region. 

There are, of course, l.illli.ts to COFD. Most evident is the term of 

the loans. There is a clear need for medium term finance through a 

similar institution - one that unites industrial and local knowledge. 

This is the purpose of the regional consortia but, as yet, the one 

for Emilia Romagna has had difficulty in getting going for what were 

said to be legal and political reasons. It may be indeed that it is 

difficult to operate such an 'institution of trust' on a regional 

level. 

Similarly, COFIM recognizes the need for equity and other forms of 

risk capital, but says it is not ready to enter this field. Indeed 

we were struck by the emphasis on prudence, of keeping to what was 

the original intention of the institution, in other words to 

specialisation. We got the impression that COFIM was pulling back 

from becoming a conglomerate intermediary in the financial field. It 

was sticking to offering what it felt it could achieve, and not 

making too many demands on its members. In this it follows a pattern 

camnon to the industrial support institutions in the region: 

speclalised, with a small secretariat, and a reluctance to diversify. 

This may be a limit to the institution, but not to the system, for 

where needs are clear, new institutions have been started to meet 

them. 

The root of COFIM's success has imptications well beyond the 
' 

provision of short term finance. One way, it could be viewed is as a 

union of borrowers who, by coming tog:ethec, are in a stronger 
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bargainil'lCJ position over interest rates with the ba'lks. But this is 

too limited. The principal lesson is that market relations - in this 

case money lendil'lCJ - can be a means of learnil'lCJ, and that this 

learninc- is often n:>st successful when the exch8119es are undertaken 

within the context of rela4:ions of de'--iled local knowledge and 

trust. It may, indeed, be one of the advantages of loc:al industrial 

districts that such relations are strol'lCjer there than within, let 

alone between large firms. Certainly it is strikil'lCJ that it has been 

the local banks, with their head offices in Modena or the scrroundil'lCJ 

region who have been the first to make agreements with COFIM. They, 

too, have emphasized the relations of trust with COFIM and its 

members - relations which are necessarily 11e>re difficult with the 

branches of national or multinational banks. When market relations -

whether of finance, or other goods and services - take place between 

f inns which lack such mutual knowledge and trust, it ~ses an 

objective further cost on the transaction. In this sense COFIM 

offers benefits not merely to its members but to the industrial 

district of which it forms a part. 
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7. Lessons fnm the !birc1 lbll.y 

First we witnessed directly how industrial districts of Sllall firms 

coulcl be consistently succ,.!ssful on heme ancl export markets. Large 

scale was not the sole passport to success. Cabiate - a town of 

6,000 people - had 700 furniture finns in it, eaploying 3,000 people, 

ancl exporting a significant part of its output. Carpi, with 60,0GO 

inhabitants, has 2,000 firms in the knitwear and clothing industry, 

of whma 70-80\ are artisans, and accounts for one quarter of all 

Italian knitwear production. Prato - which two of us later visited -

is a town of 160,000, with 14,000 clothing firms, and accounts for 

.:>re than 20\ of Italian textile exports. Cyprus industry ~aas often 

been criticised for its small firm structure. Al.JDost all th_ firms 

ve saw were smaller than the firms of the Cypriot industrialists 

visiting them. Firms can therefore remain small and still be strong 

in international competition though, as we have noted, one clothing 

specialist we met thought a size of 25 workers would be necessary in 

the 1990's. 

Second, underlying this success was a distinct strategy which 

~hasised design, quality, and responsiveness. The furniture we saw 

in the Brianza area was highly crafted, made to traditional designs, 

or to modern designs supplied by independent designers and 

architects. In the small carpi firms, the main design work was 

undertaken by family members, developing design trends established 

elsewhere. This is why the CAD system and the fashion data bank 

developed by CITER are so important, as well as its fashion 

forecasting facilities. In Prato, the industry produces 80,000 

different design samples a year, many of the sample producing firms 

having their own designers, using CAD systems, and wor:ti .. 1 closely 

with their regular customers. 

The design and quality, geared to the middle and upper ends of the 

respe4ive markets, were one factor which allowed these small firm 

districts to compete against the volume producers. Another was their 

respon~iveness. Leaving aside the firms that produced the samples, 
' 
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all but one of the firms ve saw produced for order not for stock. In 

carpi SS\ of the firms produced for carpi's own final firms; 2S\ 

produced on demand for wholesalers and retailers elsewhere in what 

was known as the Pronto Modo or Fashion Ready sector. In both cases 

they vere effectively manufacturing service industries, whose key 

resource was quality and the capacity for p:roq>t delivery. The Table 

shows the delivery times of the firms we saw: 

Production periods 

Cabiate Produce 
CEM 
Marka Italia 
calvani and di Mattis 
(furniture finishing) 
Malavasi (kitchen furniture) 
Eurocom (post forming) 
Prontomondo (clothing) 
Semi-planned clothing firms 

Days 

60 
40-60 

1-30 

10 
20 

1 
lS-23 
60-90 

A third lesson was that the small firm industrial districts had a 

number of advantages over large firms in following such strategies. 

One was that the sheer number of firms contributed to the wide 

variety of designs that we saw - for example in the comnon showroom 

in cantu. Another concernea labour. Many of these lines of 

production require high skill. This was passed on between 

generations in a family. The fact that family members tend to stay 

with th~ family firm means that it is worthwhile for these firms to 

invest in training. The flexibility of family labour was a further 

factor, with older relatives and women being brought into production 

at peak times. Sharing out work with other firms was another way of 

spreading the peaks for any one firm. As far as longer term cyclical 

fluctuatiens were concerned, we got the impression that both entry 

and exit were relatively easy for the artisans, there being little 

stigma attached to closing down a firm and working for someone else. 
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'ftl• ra arti11an furniture factory in 
cabiate during the lunch hour. It is 
a family firm with 19 worker•. Note 
it• •peciali•ation on chairs, the 
craft nature of it• produGt, and th• 
extensive dust removing equipment 
which wa• a feature of all the 
factories we vi•ited. 



We enquired about wages, and the extent to which labour costs were a 

significant factor in the growth of these small firms. Some 

industrial districts have lower wages than large scale industry, and 

the artisan legislation does exempt artisan firms from sane aspects 

of the labour laws. Italian research, however, suggests that the 

wages in industrial districts are close to the national average, and 

this was the information we were given from the plants visited in 

F.mi.lia. In as much as there is a tight labour market, non family 

members can be expected to move to larger firms, and this would tend 

to equalise wages between the small and large firm sectors. One of 

the inf>ortant points is that Emilia has JllOVed from being a relatively 

low wage economy in the SO's, to one of the most prosperous in the 

80' s. This reflects their shift f ram a pattern of low wage sub

contracting to the present design intensive, high value added output. 

The fourth lesson is the importance of locality, economically, 

socially and politically. At a time of increased internation

alisation, and the geographical diffusion of economic linkages 

(France is a nc able example), here were integrated local economies 

which were highly successful on world markets. The historical role 

of Italian towns and 'city states' is clearly one part of the 

explanation. So are the agricultural coanunities of the share

cropping regions; many of whose members and institutions have been 

carried over into the industrial districts, as Mario Pezzini explains 

in his account of Emilia Romagna in Appendix 2. But the role of 

politics is also ~rtant, since both the connunists and Christian 

Democrats within the towns of the Third Italy made it an explicit aim 

to develop their urban economies against the large scale production 

of the North (and its political support from Rome) during the post

war period. 

One important policy was the retention of locally controlled 

retailing, and the use of land use planning powers to restrict the 

growth of multiple retailers. Dispersed distribution, and close 

local retailer-producer links have been one of the conditions for 

Italian Bmall firm growth. Other policies have been centred on the 

active municipal encouragement of consortia and cOl'llnOn services for 
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local industry, ranging from industrial parks, to training, finance, 

and marketing. What has also distinguishad these areas is the 

relative consensus achieved politically - and actively sought for -

the Coalllunists in the 'red' districts such as Emilia and Tuscany, the 

Christian Democrats in the 'white' districts of tile North East. 

Politics, in short, has been a crucial ingredient in the economic 

success of the districts, in terms both of the economic 

infrastructure provided, and of the nunicipal cohesion achieved. 

The cohesion and trust between the producers has been a necessary 

condition for the specialisation of production that has developed, 

and for the way in which collective econanic institutions provided 

comnon services have worked. Specialisation and comnon services have 

allowed the district as a whole to match, in n:any areas, the 

specialisation of function normally found only in large firms. The 

services provided to a branch plant by head off ice have been supplied 

in the industrial districts by the collective organisations. 

Conpetition between firms within th£ industrial districts is not 

eliminated, but is contained within a social and institutional 

culture of co-operation. 

Interestingly, large firms are now realising the importance of a 

conmon culture within the firm - such as that found between firms in 

the Italian industrial districts. Only shared values, and a degree 

of trust allow for the decentralisation of operations which is 

necessary for innovation, flexibility, and effective quality control. 

But it is much harder for a firm like IBM to create such a culture 

than it is for the industrial distr!~ts of Italy, and this is one of 

the crucial assets that the latter has in international competition. 

Another distinct feature of the districts is the form of control of 

their conmon service institutions. Whereas in a large firm branch 

plants and the head office services provided to them are controlled 

from the ~entre, in the Italian districts they are controlled by the 

users. This is a fifth major lesson. In each case we looked at -

the export consortia, the connon services centres, the financial 
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consortia, or the coamon showrooms - the lines of control ran from 

the bottom upwards rather than the top downwards. The officials 

providing the service were subject to the users rather than a 

corporate chief executive or the officers and politicians of the 

state. The aunicipalities indeed have placed great emphasis on not 

intervening directly: they may have a representative on the Board, 

they will provide finance either directly or indirectly, but the 

service itself aust be run and partially financed by those for whom 

it is intended. This has been one of the secrets of the district's 

success, for it has avoided clientalism, and kept the services 

disciplined and relevant to the needs of the users. 

All these lessons have relevance for Cyprus. In terms of size and 

technological level, the firms we saw were parallel and, in some 

cases, behind those of the medium sized Cypriot firms. There was a 

similarity, too, in the strength of the family firm tradition, and 

the extent vf the close informal linkages between different 

producers. Where Cyprus has ground to make up is in the development 

of specialisation, design capacity, a high overall level of skill 

and, above all, the institutions fo~ co-operation ~nd the provision 

of conmon services between firms. 

The last of these is, in the Cypriot case, almost certainly a 

condition for the others. Without collective action, the great 

majority of Cypriot furniture makers will find it extremely difficult 

to car;>ete with the Italians once the tariff walls come down. The 

same is true for many parts of the clothing industry. During both 

visits there was considerable discussion on how connon action could 

best be carried forward in Cyprus. In Appendix 3 Michael Best 

outlines two paths for the Nicosia furniture makers, and Appendix 4 

contains a brief discussion of the LimnassoJ. bases A-Z consortium, 

which is following one of these two pa~hs. In the case of clothing, 

it is agreed that the first priority was the development of a COlmlOn 

resource ,centre. 
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Since one final lesson of the Italian visits was that building these 

institutions tak•!S time. we finish by underlining the urgency for 

action in Cyprt:s. As we said in the Cyprus Industr ... al Strategy, the 

first responsibility for the new direction lies with the 

industrialists and their organisations. For the government the tasks 

are to consider the necessary supporting role it can play - in terms 

of financial incentives, training provision, industrial estate 

policy. and financial support for the sector based initiatives. 

Training and financial incentives are well in hand. What is now 

needed is for sane public finance to be made available to encourage 

the industrialists to de•elop the cOlllDOn institutions which have been 

so clearly at the heart of the Italian success. 
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COFIM 

Credit Consortium of small and 

medium industries of the Province 

of Modena 

- cooperative society limited -

n. 11988 reg. firms tribunal of Modena 

41110 Modena, Via Ganaceto, 134 

telephone (059) 22 25 29 

Constituted through the initiative of 

- AIA (Carpi Clothing Industries Association) 

- AIM (Modena Industrialists Association) 

- API (Modena Small and Medium Industries Association) 

and under the auspices of 

the Chamber of COnlnerce, Industry, Crafts and Agriculture of the 

Province of Modena. 

Constitution 

approved with deliberations of the Constitutive Assembly of 9.4.1979 

and modiiied with deliberations of the Extraordinary Assembly of 

11.12.1979, of the Extraordinary Assembly of 27.4.1981 and of the 

Extraordinary Assembly of 7.5.1984. 
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CONSTITUTION 

Art. 1 - LOCATION OF OFFICE 

The Cooperative Society of limited responsibility named: 

- COFIM - CONSORTIUM OF Q"l.EDIT BETWEEN THE SMALL AND MEDIUM 

INDUSTRll!:S OF THE PROVINCE OF MODENA - Cooperative Society of 

limited responsibility. 

is located in Via Gar.aceto 134 c/o the Chamber of Connerce, Industry, 

Crafts and Agriculture of Modena. 

Any change of address of the off ice is at the discretion of the Board 

of Directors. 

Art. 2 - DURATION 

The Society will continue in existence until 31.12.2010 but could be 

extended beyond this. 

Art. 3 - PURPOSE 

The Society exists to assist and facilitate its own members with 

financial transaction& with banks dealing with liquid assets and real 

estate leasing. 

To achieve this aim it will give real and 'non real' guarantees, and 

also guarantees to third parties a11d may join cooperative consortia 
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or federations, associations, and other consortia whose activities 

may be useful to the said Cooperative Society. The Society may 

perform all the legal procedures and contracts of a movable and real 

estate nature ~nd any other activity, even if not strictly provided 

for in the Constit\:tion, provided that they are useful to the 

realization of the ~ims of the Society. 

In the case of movable and real estate operations the Society may 

provide the necessary guarantees to facilitate the lease of movable 

goods and real estate. 

Guarantees from third parties will be accepted to be used together 

with the credits given by the members, as well as those sums of money 

or those financial guarantees that will be offered or loaned to the 

Cooperative Society with no profit purpose by public or private 

societies, which will however renounce any right of petition and any 

recovery action. The funds of the Society may be invested in shares. 

and bonds. 

In particular, the Society may proceed, according to the guidelines 

indicated in the present constitution: 

a) to draw up one or more agreements with Credit and Financial 
Institutions; 

b) to establish one of more Risk Funds; 

c) to determine the guidelines for the use of the credits pledged by 
the members and third parties. 

The Cooperative Society has aimr. of mutality, hence: 

a) it does not seek prof its; 

b) the division of reserve funds between the members is forbidden 
within the period of existence of the society; 

c) the entire residual assets after the liquidation of the society 
will have to be distributed for purpoues of public benefit. 
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Art. 4 - AGREEMENT WITH CREDIT INSTITUTIONS 

The Board of Directors may conclude agreements with om• or more 

Credit Institutions with the aim of aiding the granting of credits to 

its own members. The agreemer -:s will have to conform to the 

follO\.•ing principles: 

a) the member who intends to obtain the credit on the conditions 

proposed by the Bank to the Cooperative Society will have to 

apply LO the latter, which will forward the request to the SUb

Colllaittee, reference to which follows in Art. 14; 

b) the aforementioned Sub-Conmittee will proceed with the selection 

of the applications for the granting of credit; 

c) the Cooperative,in guaranteeing the credits to its members, will 

arrange to collect the Bank guarantees, to which the said members 

and third parties are conmitted and will establish as a security 

at one or more Banks, one of more risk funds. To these funds 

will also be assigned all or part of a percentage, which will be 

calculated in addition to the interest that the credit 

beneficiaries will pay to the Banks, and will be fixed in the 

agreements with the said Banks. All the sums that would have 

been collected by the Cooperative Society, for whose aims this 

arrangement has been made, will flow to the risk funds. 

d) the cooperative, as a guarantee of the short or medium term 

credit given to its members which has been requested for the 

realization of projer.ts of restructuring and reconversion 

according to the progrmnnes provided for by the law of 12.8.77, 

n. 675, will request a contributlon according to the availability 

of funds referred to in law 675/77, and will constitute an 

appropriate risk fund with its own autonomous management; 
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e) the agreements will fix the guidelines for the grantincJ of the 

guarantees on the part of the members. their duration and the 

manner of their termination; 

f) if the Credit Institution havincJ had recourse to the risk fund(s) 

to pay for eventual defaults. finds an insufficiency of the said 

funds. it will have to avail itself of the guarantees granted by 

the members of the Cooperative Society. In this event, it will 

first have to contact the said Cooperative Society. which will 

arrancJe to divide proportionally bett1een the members the burden 

of the non-fulfilling member within the limits of the guaranteed 

responsibilities of each. The Credit Institution will have the 

right to pursue the guarantor members who have not spontaneously 

answered the request for the pro-rata payment as abov~. up to the 

limit for each of them of the credit guarantees given; 

g) the agreements concluded with the Banks will have a limited 

duration; otherwise they will have to include the right of 

Cooperative Society to withdraw. In exceptional cases it may be 

that the conclusion of bank agreement~ will require prior 

examination of the requests of finance by the Credit Institution. 

The approval of such agreements will be the duty of - according 

to the constitution - the Board of Directors, which will, 

however, adopt the relative deliberation with the majority in 

favour of at least half plus one of the appointed members. 

Art. 5 - MEMBERS 

The number of members is unlimited and not less than the limits fixed 

by the law. 
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The ..t>ers may be: 

a) ordina_~ 

b) corporate. 

The following may be members, ordinary er corporate: the small and 

medium firms with industrial or related activities, provided that 

such activities take place in the province of Modena, even if the 

coapany office is in another province. The firms registered 

according to the law 25/7/1956 n.860 and its subsequent llDdifications 

may not be members (Registrar of Craft Enterprises). 

corporate members, unlike ordinary ones, do not have the right to 

benefit from credits, but may become ordinary members simply by 

following the formalities indicated in art. 6 of the present 

constitution. 

Also enterprises that do r.ot qualify as small and medium industries, 

are members without the right to benefit from any credit on the basis 

of COfim conventions, so are public and private societies and 

physical persons who~ 

a) make monetary contributions to risk funds or to the interest rate 

relief on the COfim credit, or in order to contribute to the 

administration costs of COf im; 

b) give their own guarantees to Credit or Finance Institutions in 

the interest of COfim or its member. 

The admission to the Cooperative Society must be approved by the 

Board of Directors. Their decision is not subject to appeal. All 

the members are bound to respect the rules of the present 

constitution. 
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The responsibility of the .ambers to the obligations of the society 

is liBlited to the BIROUnt of the undersigned social 'l\!Ota, except that 

provided for the guarantees referred to in art. 6 which follows for 

the relations with Credit/Finance Institutions, with which the 

Cooperative Society has concluded agreements. 

Art. 6 - OBLIGllTIOMS OF MEMBERS 

Members are obliged: 

a) to pay the social quota suscribed; 

b) to pay the variable quota necessary to the ordinary administration 

referred to in article 9 below; 

c) to release directly via the rightful or legal representative a 

guarantee of an amount not less than Lire. 1.000.000 = (ONE 

MILLION) as a guarantee of all the operations authorised by the 

Cooperative Society towards the Credit Institutions, with which 

the Cooperative Society has concluded agreements on the 

conditions and according to the guidelines that will be fixed in 

the said agreements; 

d) moreover, in the event of the member obtaining the concession of 

a credit authorised by the Cooperative Society, to release a 

further guarantee of an equal amount equal to 1/15 of the credit 

obtained; 

e) in the event they are granted a credit, to release a bail of the 

amount df Lire 1.000.000 = (ONE MILLION) that will be deposited 
' 

care of' Cofim until the deadline of 12 months following the 

extinctipn of the said credit. The obligation to pay such bail 
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will be established each tiJlle by the Board of Directors. Such 

sums will be set aside and put into the Risk Fund or to dt:~l with 

a&ainistrative costs. 

f) to pay an increase in the annual rate of interest equal to at 

least 0.50' on each operation effected through the Cooperative 

Society and to eventual further amounts at the discretion of the 

Board of Directors. Such sums will be set aside and put into the 

Risk Fund or used to cover a&ainlstrative costs. 

The guarantees referred to in paragraphs c) and d) will have total 

priority in relation to any other guarantee given by the same member 

firm and will guarantee the global amount of the operations of credit 

obtained with the assistance of the Cooperative Society. 

As a replacement of the guarantees similar personal obligations may 

be pledgec: by a third party(ies) especially if administrators, 

representatives or participants of the member firm, or shares 

officially quoted may be paid; such a possibility, to be considered 

exceptional, may only be carried out with the prior approval of the 

Restricted Colllnittee, and after consultation with the B.:>ard of 

Directors. 

In the place of the guarantee, the administrators of the society 

might accept a credit in money. The corporate members, not being 

able, unlike the ordinary members, to benefit from credits on the 

basis of Cofim agreesnents, are obliged only to the remittance of the 

said (reduced) social quotas. 

Art. 7 - WITHDRAWAL, EXPIRY, EXCLUSION 

The members cease to be members of the Society by withdrawal, expiry 

and exclusion. Every member has the right to resign from the 

Cooperative Society only in the case in which he/she does not have a 
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current operation guaranteed in his/her favour; the resignation vill 

be camnunicated to the ~aid society throu<Jh ~istered letter. 

In the case of the death of the owner of an individual member firm, 

the social bond expires and in the case of a llelllber of the 

Cooperative Society being a f ira, the expiry of the social bond will 

be when the said society becomes insolvent or is liquidated. 

The expiry takes place by right also in the case: 

of prohibition, disqualification, criminal offence that may imply 

the prohibition even temporarily from public off ices of the owner 

of an individual firm or of even only one member of the firm 

constituted in the form of a society of persons and of the 

President of the Board of Directors or Unique "!Uiainistrator of the 

firm constituted in the form of a society of capitals; 

of cessation of the activity of the firm for whatevar reason. 

Exclusion takes place following a decision of the Board of Directors 

in any case in which the member: 

a) does not comply with the obligations deriving from the law, from 

the present constitution or indeed with the deliberations of the 

Assembly of the Board of Directors; 

b) is insolvent. 

The decision concerning the exclusion must be notified to the 

person/firm concerned through registered letter with confirmation of 

receipt within 15 days from the said deci~ion. With1n 30 days fr0m 
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the date of receipt it may be cont~sted in front of the Group of 

Arbitration. The guarantee obligation of the expired. deceased or 

excluded member will remain valid. in relation to the Credit 

Institution for all the insolvencies that may happen within the 12 

months follovi119 the date of the withdrawal. expiry or exclusion. 

provided that they are related to lines of credit granted before the 

recess. expiry or exclusion. In the case in which a member firm is 

refused the concession of a credit requested through the Cooperative 

Society and has no other existi119 loans. the Board of Directors. 

after consultation with tt.e Restricted Cmmi.ttee. may i.nnediately 

render the guarantee no longer valid. Withdrawal from the society 

for whatever cause. given the BUtualistic aims of the society. will 

not give rig'lt to the liquidation of the withdrawn social quota. 

which remains annexed to the capital of the Society. 

Art. 8 - SOCIAL CAPITAL 

The social capital is made up of: 

a) the social capital (in variable measure) divided into shares of 

the nominal value of L.200.000 each for the ordinary members and 

of L.50.000 each for the corporate members; 

b) the reserves. 

The transfer of shares is prohibited. 

Art. 9 - FINANCIAL YEAR 

The financial year goes from 1 January to 31 December of each year. 

At the end of each financial year the Board of Directors will prepare 
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the budget. includi119 the statement of the account and the balance 

sheet. 

The eventual surplus is incorporated into ordinary reserve or used to 

increase the risk funds; exceptionally. the administrators reserve 

the right to create new risk funds with the ordinary reserve. 

On the quotas there are no interest dividends distributed. 

For the ordinary management the Board of Directors may require the 

payment of a contribution. from every member once a year only, for a 

total amount equal to the 0, 50% of the guarantees obtained through 

the cooperative society. 

Art. 10 - MEMBERS OF 'nlE SOCIETY 

The following are members of the Cooperative Society; 

the Preside~t of the Cooperative Society; 

the Assembly of the members; 

the Board of Directors; 

the Sub-COl'llnittee; 

the Internal Audit; 

the Group of Arbitration. 

' 
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Art. 11 - ASSEMBLY 

The Assembly of the Cooperative Society, formed by the melllbers or by 

representatives of the firms, societies or melllber corporations or 

their ager.ts, is convened in Modena, but not necessarily at the 

office of the society, at least once a year; this is to be decided by 

the Board of Directors or t~e President, er by request of at least 

one third of the ~i.-s. The conveyi119 of the Assembly, whether 

ordinary or extraordinary DUst be notified to the members through: 

letter to be sent at least 10 days before the day fixed for the 

meeting; 

bill-posting of the notice of the meeting in the office of the 

cooperative; this is to be displayed at least 15 days before the 

date fixed for the assembly and/or publication of the notice of 

the meeting on the information bulletins of the Chamber 'f 

COlllnerce of Mociena and of the Associations of Firms promoters. 

The notice of the meeting must include the agenda, place, date and 

time of the assembly and may include also the date of the eventual 

second meeting which may take place the day i.nlllediately following the 

first. 

The assembly may take decisions in the first and in the second 

meeting. 

The assembly is presided over by the President of the Board of 

Directors, if the said assembly does not otherwise provide. 
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Art. 12 - VOTES AND MAJORITY 

Each member has only one vote. Every member can be represented by 

another member through written delegation, but each delegate cannot 

represent more than five lllelllbers. 

According to art. 2372 of the Civil Code the administrators cannot 

act as delegate. 

The vote cannot be given by correspondence. 

The assembly proceeds to the annual approval of the accounts and 

gives the general directives for action by the Cooperative Society 

The decisions of the assembly are valid with the presence, also by 

delegation, in the first meeting of 2/3 of the voters and with a 

number of votes in favour equal to at least half plus one of the 

present members, or in the second meeting, whatever the number of 

members present, also by delegation and with the number of votes in 

favour equal to at least half plus one of the members present. 

Minutes of the assembly will have to be compiled and written in the 

appropriate book. 

Art. 13 - BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The Board of Directors is composed of up to 15 members, elected by 

the ordinary assembly and chosen from among the ordinary members. 

The said assembly can establish that the nomination of a maximum of 4 

more members is left to one or more public institutions, chosen by 

the Directors elected by the Assembly among those indicated in Art. 5 

of this Constitution. 
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The Board of Directors remains in office for three financial yea:s. 

The Administrators are ex~t from giving bail and have no right to 

remuneration. 

The President and one or more Vice Presidents of the Board of 

Directors are nominated by the said Board. The President may 

delegate all or part of his powers and his functions to one or more 

Vice Presidents. 

The Board of Directors, apart from deciding (without possibility of 

appeal) on the requests of admission to the Cooperative, is 

responsible for the ordinary and extraordinary administration, for 

the execution of the statutory rules and of t.he decisions of the 

assembly. 

It will nominate the members of the Sub-Coalllittee choosing them from 

among its members. It may also cancel membership of this cOlllllittee 

and decide on the rules of the said Coalllittee. The meeting of the 

Board of Directors is convened by the President at any time that he 

or she regards opportune or when at least one third of the Directors 

apply in writing. In the latter case the assembly must be convened 

by the President not later than 30 days from the request. 

The meeting is called by letter to be sent at least 5 days before the 

assembly. 

The guidelines of the elections are established by the said Board. 

Its decisions are valid in the first meeting in the presence of the 

majority of the Directors and in second meeting in the presence of at 

least 1/3 of the Directors. In the first as in the second meeting 

the decisions are valid only if taken with a vote in favour by at 

least the majority of the members present and, in any cape, with the 

vot,e in favour of at least 5 Directors. 
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Minutes of the decisions of the Board of Directors will be dxawn up, 

and will be transcribed in the appropriate book and these minutes 

will be read at the beginning of the following meeting. 

Art. 14 - SUB-COMMITTEE 

The Sub-Comnittee consists of 6 members of the Board of Directors, of 

which one, nominated by the said Board, acts as President. 

A representative chosen by the Chamber of Coamerce, Industry, Crafts 

and Agriculture of Modena, the President of the Board of Directors of 

the Cooperative Society, the Vice presidents of th~ said society and 

one or more experts nominated by the Board of Directors can also 

participate in the deliberations of the Sub-COnmittee, without voting 

rights. 

No delegation is permitted for these meetings. 

The Sub-C011111ittee will be valjd with the presence of at least three 

members and decisions must always be unanimous. 

It is the Connittee's concern: 

a) to decide on the applications for bank credits requested by the 

members and on all the problems concerning the credit 

applications; 

b) to decide 011 the acceptability of the guarantees and of the 

shares, referred to in art. 6. For the decisions about 
' 

guarantoes by third parties and about payments of shares, the 

Credit Institutions will have to give their assent and th~ Sub-
' 
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Conmittee will have had to previously seek the opinion of the 

Board of Directors. 

c} at any moment and with the unanimous agreement of the President 

o~ the SUb-Cormlittee and of the President of the Board of 

Directors or his or her delegate the guarantees relative to the 

overall quantity of guarantees and those relative to the risk 

fund can be revoked according the ti.ming and guidelines fixed in 

the agreement with the Credit Institutions. In such cases the 

·esident of the Sub-Coamittee J11Ust i.nmediately comnunicate with 

the Credit Institution concerned and must convene as soon as 

possible a meeting of the Sub-Committee to re-examine the 

position. 

The amount of credits, the procedures of investigation and the rules 

of conduct of the Sub-Committee will be established by the Board of 

Directors in an appropriate internal regulation. 

Minutes of the deliberations of the Sub-Committee will be drawn up to 

be transcribed in the appropriate book. 

Art. 15 - REPRESENTATION 

The signatory and the representative of the Society is the President 

of the Board of Directors, who therefore can perform all actions that 

are included in the aims of the society. 

In case of the absence or impediment of the President, all his or her 

powers belong to the Vice President(s). The Board of Directors can 

delegate as signatory another Director provided that the relevant 

legal norms are observed. 
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Art. 16 - INTERNAL AUDIT 

The Internal Audit is composed of three active members and two 

deputies. 

Non members can also be e1.ected as auditors. The nomination of one 

or more auditors can be attributed to the f ina~cing public 

institutions. 

Art. 17 - GROUP OF ARBITRATION 

The Group of Arbitration is composed of three members elected by the 

assembly. 

The Group of Arbitration decides on the resolution of all 

controversies that might arise between members and the Cooperative 

Society and its administrative bodies. 

Art 18. - TERMINATION AND LIQUIDATION 

The society ceases to exist for the reasons provided for by the law. 

In the event of the Cooperative Society being put into liquidation, 

the assembly will elect a liquidator, who will take care of the 

cancellation of all relationships in which the Cooperative is listed 

as creditor or debtor, whether towards third parties or its own 

members. 
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Appendix 2 

Mario Pezzini 

The industrial structure of the F.mi.lian provinces of Bologna, Modena 

and Reggio - Emilia is characterized by an industrial development 

based on small firms. There are some COlllDOn historical elements at 

the base of the industrial fabric of small locally owned firms that 

can be singled out: 

1. The areas included in Emilia and in other parts of the Third 

Italy were characterized by family-run farms: mezzadria (i.e. a 

sort of sharecropping), small holding, and renting of land. Once 

transformed and facing the increase in industrial demand of 

labour, the family put its experience to use in the internal 

organization of the members and making use of its past skill in 

flexible labour organization to supply the industrial developnent 

with a flexible and cheap labour force. The family enabled its 

members to work either full time or part time or seasonally or at 

home getting high rates of participation. Moreover, the culture 

of work which was deeply ingrained in such families led them to 

accept working conditions which others might have refused, and 

for longer periods. 

The presence of family-run farms has had important indirect 

effects on the emergence of entrepreneurs. As the decision to 

set up a firm is influenced by the social climate present in the 

local conmunity, in these areas with a widespread tradition of 

self-employment there was less resistance to someone who became 

an entrepreneur. Even in the case of mezzadria, the presence of 

an absentee landlord engaged in one of the professions in an 

urban context and anxious to avoid involvement made the mezzadro 
I 
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effectively an independent ~loyee able to undertake decisions 

about investments, crops and labour organization. 

2. The areas included in the Third Italy vere characterized by a 

network of towns interspersed with rural settlements. The role 

of towns has been that of activating the process of growth at the 

JDOD1ent of expansion of demand. 

a) The towns which have been favoured by good camminication 

links have been centres for coamercial activities with 

foreign countries and have helped in the founding and 

development of small firms in th~ area. See, as an ~le, 

the existence in Florence of many British and American 

buyers due to the history of the town. 

b) Towns have also been centres of local artisan activities 

whose products are typical of a town with a large market. 

In Carpi, for example, from the sixteenth century onwards, 

straw hats were made in small workshops or through the 

putting out system. Initially the market was national, but 

from the middle of the eighteenth century straw hats were 

exported abroad. At the beginning of the nineteenth century 

a coamercial network existed with branches in Paris, New 

York, London, Manila, and Tien Tsin. When Carpi faced a 

crisis in straw hats and started to produce clothing and 

knitwear, it was quite easy to use the ancient international 

network to sell and the peculiar system of production based 

on small workshops and homework to produce. 

c) Towns have provided technical knowledge (particularly 

mechanic skills). High level technical institutes havP. performed 

as advice and consultation services for ex-pupils who became 

artisans. 
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3. The central areas of Emilia and in general areas vith the IK>St 

interesting forms of small-fina develgaent have had, in the 

past, mediUll-sized and, sometimes, large firms vhich have 

contributed to their present structure. The process vhich leads 

to the diffusion of firms took on many forms. 

a) Pre-existing large firms vere dismantled after the second 

world var, and some of the skilled workers who vere 

redundant set up on their ovn. 

b) Large or medium-sized firms decentralized their production 

during the late '60s and the '70s to escape the strength of 

the unions, traditionally bigger in the larger plants. The 

suppliers could either be of the traditional artisan type or 

firms set up with the encouragement of the large firm. 

c) Backward and forward linkages with large or medium-sized 

production stimulated the birth of small firms from the 

demand side. 

In other words, a high number of entrepreneurs, 

particularly in the machine sector, had previously had a 

career as either blue or white-collar workers in medium or 

large firms or at the very least had grown up in their 

industrial atmosphere. 

In conclusion, in the Third Italy areas, history often provided a 

suitable labour supply, a social atmosphere which encouraged 

entrepreneurial activities, a habit of producing together in a non 

vertically integrated way, a good knowledge of foreign markets, 

diffused technical skills at a high level, acquired from medium-sized 

and large firms or from high level technical institutes. 
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llote CJll policies 

Industrial districts can be said to have advantages and disadvantages 

vith respect to large finas. But while, for the latter, appropriate 

measures of industrial policy have already been designed and 

implemented, in Italy for the former a coherent framework is still 

lacking. It should be noted, a>reover, that the need for an 

industrial policy for industrial districts is independent of the fact 

that these districts are preferable to other forms of 

industrialization. It emanates, above all, from the specificity of 

the districts and from the illportance of guaranteei119 a continuity 

with their present development. 

Jn spite of the lack of a coherent framework in the areas of maxi.mum 

coracentration of industrial districts, different types of policies 

have already been adopted. One such example consists in making 

industrial parks and sheds available at the lowest possible cost to 

small firms. Another attempts to facilitate small firm access to 

financial loans. Of particular interest is the creation of centres 

which offer real services to small firms. These centres have been 

created to respond to needs for collective services that the fiI'111S, 

given their limited size, are not able to internalize, and that the 

market cannot of fer spontaneously. T"ne ability, for example, to 

obtain information about new components and new technologies, to 

evaluate the trends of the international markets, to be familiar with 

the norms regulating imports for other countries, are not within easy 

reach of mnall firms. 

Up to the second half of the '70s, the need for such a policy was not 

clear. Local historical rP.sources and relatively low average cost of 

labour compensated the ~.ack of information, but now the price 

competition from other western countries, high rates of introduction 

of new technology and quick changes in fashion make visible the 

delay. 
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Even if the r:entres for real services work for the Hiiie industrial 

district, they can have different shapes: a sincJle person who works 

vith a data bank to answer the request of a final firm looking for a 

subcontractor having certain characteristics, or the capacity of a 17 

people group who provides, collects and supplies information on 

trends in fashion and in conSU11er tastes, and ea~ new materials and 

light technology. Anyway, some illportant threats can be singled out: 

1. The presence in the centre's board of directors of private actors 

to leqitiJlate the centre as regards the entrepreneurs. 

2. The vertically oriented nature of the centres. The centres are 

often designed to operate for specific sectors instead of workiDCJ 

on general horizontal factors. 

3. The public nature of the output of the centres. There is no one 

who, being willing to pay a relatively lov entrance fee and a 

relativelv low price, can be excl·ided from the services. 

4. The relatively small size of the centres. The number of 

employees is small, and among them prevail people with technical 

skills. The structure is service oriented and, at the beginning, 

a centre starts offering no more than one or two specific 

services. 

5. The centres are located inside the industrial districts to 

exploit agglomeration economies. 

6. The development of processes to ensure the adequate consensus for 

the start up in a situation which in which the firms often do not 

necessarily perceive the crucial importance of the services to be 

supplied. An example is a long period of high level training 

courses about problems in specific sectors. 
I I 
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Appendix 3 

Towards a strategy for the Larger llicosian Furniture FU.S 

Michael Best 

I. TWO ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS 

Two organizational models for tackling the need for restructuring in 

the Nicosia furniture industry can be identified, the first from 

American history and the second from a study of the Third Italy. 

1. COlllnOn ownership 

In the last decades of the nineteenth century business organization 

in America went through a dramatic and rapid transformation in 

response to the emergence of mass production technologies. Hundreds 

of family firms within each of many industrial sectors were organized 

first into holding companies, later into trusts, and finally into 

corporations. The new organizations were created to facilitate the 

restructuring of production including specialization by function. 

Family firms were challenged by the emergence of vertically 

integrated enterprises that were organized around the principles of 

mass production. Many family firms hung on for a period of time in 

local markets but with the development of transportation their niches 

of ten disappeared. 

Holding companies were a first step to rationalization as they 

offered centralized marketing, purchasing, and finance. But before 

long the holding companies und the trusts gave way to the central 

office, functionally departmentalized business organization. The 

reason was mainly that only with conmon ownership and managerial: 
I I 
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control could the various phases of production be effectively co

ordinated and reorganized around the new principles. Firms that did 

so and did so first won in the marketplace: they could offer lower 

prices because they were enjoying econanies of specialization and 

flow. 

The idea of financial consolidation has certain appeal as a model for 

the larger Nicosia furniture makers. It would allow each firm to 

specialize in one or two phases of the production chain. The 

benefits of a financial consolid,.. .. ion are that it would lock each 

firm into the new organization. Without financial consolidation, 

each firm would still have a conflict of interest between his own 

firm and cooperation. Financial consolidation would have to be 

accompanied with physical restructuring into specialized production 

departments. One department, for example, would specialize on 

chairs, another on panels, another on upholstery, another on 

finishing, and yet another on marketing and selling. 

The idea of informal agreements to specialize, as opposed to 

financial consolidation and production reorganization, has certain 

appeal. Here firms would specialize as in the other case. One 

serious problem is evaluating the machinery that now exists in the 

various plants. The problem in this arrangement is coming to 

agreement on the value of the machinery. Each private company would 

attempt to drive a hard bargain in the sale of its machinery to the 

purchasing firm in charge of specialization. In the case of 

financial consolidation, the cross holding of similar machinery would 

not present as much difficulty. An independent assessor could 

evaluate the machinery of each firm and divide up the shares 

accordingly. 

2. Industrial District 

our visit to Italy has demonstrated the power that an industrial 

district can give to small firms. Clearly firms with only 3 or 4 
I I 
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~loyees can be internationally coq>etitive if they can rely upon 

access to the business services of an industrial district. 

Unfortunately. a furniture industrial district does not exist in 

Nicosia. One could be developed but it would not likely address the 

problems of the big fil'lllS. These fjrms are vertically integrated and 

desperately nee~ to specialize by function if they are to coq>ete 

successfully against firms located in industrial districts with 

export marketing consortia abroad. For these reasons, an industrial 

strategy for the Nicosia furniture firms must be two pronged: 

consolidation of a number of big firms and the development of 

collective services for the small firms. A number of the big firms 

will not join such a consolidation. And, in any case, a 

consolidation would fail unless it was anchored by a management team 

that could work extremely well together. 

Therefore, it seems to me, that the future will see a shake-out of 

furniture firms. Hopefully, one of the bigger firms will develop a 

management team approach, consolidate, rationalize and attempt to 

position itself against the medium sized European furniture firms. 
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II. A MODENA MODEL OF SPECIALIZATION AND COLLABORATION 

The three firms we visited in the Modena area provided a model of 

specialization and collaboration without consolidation. 

Eurocom was established in 1966 as a kitchen manufacturer. In 1979-

80 it changed from a kitchen man11facturer to a firm specializing in 

the production of post-forming rolled-sections for a number of 

clients including a specialist kitchen manufacturer that we visited 

named Malavasi: P~ograJlllla CUcine. 

Eucocom is the only firm in the Modena area specializing in post 

forming although there are about 30 in Italy. Eurocom has 20 

employees and a turnover of between 2 and 3 million pounds sterling. 

Eurocom's distinctive competence is in cutting and veneering or 

lacquering curved edges on particle board. As demonstrated in its 

catalogue, Eurocom can supply its buyers with virtually any radius or 

rounded angle of panel edging. Such facilities do not exist in 

Cyprus as firms do their own edge cutting of the more expensive 

medium density fibre board. Still, they can not offer the extensive 

range of curves and angles. 

Eurocom is a flexible producer. All chipboard goes through a cutter 

which cuts and shapes both sides. The cutter machine processes 120 

pieces per hour and has a set-up time of 90 minutes. 

' 
~he second stage is edgebanding which is linked to the cutter. All 

pieces pass through the edgebc.nder although the edgebander is not 
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applied to all pieces. The edgebander is a fast, cheap machine with 

set-up time of less than a minute. 

The third production stage is veneering or lacquering for which 

Eurocom has three lines in order to keep the cutter working at full 

capacity and to be able to simultaneously work on three batches. 

Each line can veneer or laminate. All pieces pass ~hrough one of the 

three machines to receive veneer or laminate for the flat surface. 

Each processes between 25 and 30 pieces per hour and takes about 2 

minutes to set up. 

The fourth production stage is for veneering rounded edges and does 

about 150 pieces per hour. It handles all of the output of the 

cutter and the three surface covering machines. The set-up time is a 

matter of minutes. This stage is not separable as it is crucial to 

quality that the edges be covered shortly after cutting. 

Finally, Eurocom has a computer numerically controlled drilling 

machine that can drill holes according to the customers' 

specifications and in small batches. 

Eurocom' s competitive edge comes from being able to produce a high 

quality and in short series. 

llalavasi 

The second furniture firm we visited in Modena specializes in kitchen 

furniture. Malavasi has 28 employees and an annual turnover of 4 

million pounds sterling. Any rounded edge post-formed panP.ls are 

supplied by Eurocom. Ninety degree edger:. are done within Malavani. 

Malavasi has 10 reps and sells to 200 retailers 
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Malavasi has a computer numerically controlled rc.uter machine that 

allows it to produce customized kitchen doors in small batches. In 

one hour any progranme can be modified and the machine can be set up 

for the new operation. When the router is not being used for making 

kitchen doors, it is used to make frames for the ceramic tile 

industry. This way the CNC router is kept working to capacity. 

Malavasi competes on the basis of price, style (more customized than 

the mass producers), flexible (small batches can be run 

economically), and replacement service to the client (Malavasi can 

economically replace individual kitch6n doors for 10 years after the 

original purchase. 

Malavasi can also do marble tops because of a link with marble 

producers in Verona. 

Malavasi has a finishing department, but most of the finishing is 

done outside, particularly aL the following firm: 

I I I 

cavani ' Di Mattia 

c and D for short - specializing in finishing. It has a polishing 

oven that maintains a high degree of pressure to keep all foreign 

materials out and the proper temperature for the application of 

lacquer. C and D employs 6 people and works for 3 firms. c and D is 

able to economize on the use of the oven and lacquer by running the 

oven to capacity. The reason that Malavasi does not have its own 

specialist finishing department is because it is uneconomical to shut 

down the oven and to continuously switch lacquers. C and D bunches 

orders and uses the same lacquer to match finishing r.rom different 

customers. 
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By staying small C and D is able to maintain controls required for 

high quality finishing. Its employees also specialize and, not 

unimportantly, C and D is able to dispose of its waste chemicals in 

an environmentally safe way. Finally, spraying is a dangerous job 

unless safety precautions are followed and C and D prides itself on 

protecting its workers with a series of measures including spray 

water screens and air extraction systems. These are not generally 

available in small shops that do their own finishing. 

I I I 
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Merc..it Appendix 4 

Cipro: l'industria del mobile e la sfida europec 
di Marino Gottardi e Paola Govoni 

L •industria de/ mobile cipriota 
e a/la ricerca di una strategia 
produttiva e commerciale per 
rafforvzrsi sul mercato intemo 
e penetrare i mercali europei 
a live/lo competitivo 

L "illdllSlria del mobm ia dire 

Gli anni daJ 1974 al 1984 sono stati mol
to positivi per l'industria dcl mobile ci
priota; in panicolarc, dal 1980 al 1984 
ii settorc c cresciuto dcl 42, 7'i1, contro 
un aumento dcl 21 '7• dcll'intcro settorc 
manifatturicro. Questa rapida crcscita 
va ricondotta a trc fattori detcrminanti 
per l'incrcmcnto dclla domanda: 
I) un inaspettato "boom" dcll'industria 
dcllc costruzioni, chc ha dovuto fomi
rc alloggi ai 200.000 profughi grcci, a 
squito dclla invasionc turca dcll'isola; 
2) la crcscita csponcnzialc dcll'cdilizia 
albcrghicra; 
3) ii flusso sostcnuto di csponazioni ver
so ii Mcdio Oricntc. 
Qucsti trc fattori trainanti si sono lcn
tamcntc csauriti, tant'c chc ncssun in
crcmcnto significativo c stato fatto 
rcgistrarc dal scttorc ncl 1985 c: 1986. 
mcntrc si c assistito ad uno sposramcn
to dcl flusso dc:llc csponazioni dai pac
si arabi verso l'Europa c gli Usa. Le 
esponazioni di mobili in Arabia, in par
ticolarc, hanno avuto una flcssionc mar
cata, passando dalle I 16.000 stcrlinc: 
cipriotc ncl 1986 allc 60.000 stcrlinc nel 
1987. (1 stcrlina = 2.800 lire, tasso di 
cambio nov. '88). 
II volume totalc dc:llc csponazioni dal 
1982 al 1986 non ha comunquc: mai su
pcrato ii 4'1• della produzione totale, cd 
c costiruito in prcvalcnza da sedie desti· 
nate al mcrcato inglcse. II totalc in va
lore delle esponazioni nel J 986 e stato 
di 117.000.000 di sterline. 
Nel 1986 Cipro ha importato mobili e 
componenti in Jeano per un n1ilione di 
sterline; 1'84,4'7o dell'import proviene 
dai paesi della CEE, con !'Italia al pri· 
mo posto, seauita da Grecia, Germania, 
Gran Bretaana, Francia e Spaana. 
II ridouo volume delle importazioni t 
do\·uto ad una politica fortemente pro
ttzionis1ica c:he da sempre difende ii 
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merca10 locale dagli "anacchi" com
mc:rciali della font concorrcnza euro
pea. Foni di questa si1uazione, gli 
imprendirori ciprioti del scttorc dc:I mo
bile hanno pcrseguito una politica im
prontata a un marcato individualismo, 
al contenimcnto degli invc:stimenti de
stinari all'innovazione tccnologica cal
Ja qualificazione professionale degli 
addctti, alla imitazione sfrenata del de
sign europco e italiano in particolare. 
Questo c lo scenario c:he si c prc:sentato 
alla missione di studio inglese che nel 
1987 ha visitato Cipro per conto dell'U
NJDO, allo sc:opo di delineare una stra
teaia indusrriale per l'intero seuore 
manifanuriero dell'isola: industria ali
mc:ntare, abbialiamcnto, calzature, mo
bili e lavorazione dei metalli. La 
missione ha lavorato d'intesa con ii Mi
nistero del Commercio e lndustria, !'In
dustrial Training Authority, la Camera 
di Commercio c:entralc. le associazioni 
di c:ateaoria e la Cyprus Development 
Bank Ltd. 

Al pro di bo• 

L 'esiaenza e la ricerca di una strareaia 
industrialc va vista in relazione aali ac· 
cordi economici recentemen1e \tipulari 
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tra Cipro e la Comunita Europe 
particolare, l'accordo denominato 
stoms Unit" c:d c:ntrato in ,,.igor 
gennaio 1988, prcvcdc: una progrc 
riduzione delle foni tariffe dogam 
mobili di imponazionc durante i 
simi 10 anni, al termine dci quali 
doganali saranno totalmcnte aboli 
conseguenzc di qucsto accordo, • 
sc non immediate, sono comunq 
ponata c:norme per ii scttore del r 
le, in quanto da un Jato l'Europa · 
tera inevitabilmente ii prin 
mcrcato di sbocco dellc c:sportazi 
priote e, dall'altro, aumentera I 
c:orrenza europca sul mercato in 
A GUCI punto, l'industria ciprio 
mobile dovra essere sufficiente 
compctitiva per arainare le impor 
ni dai paesi europci e poiersi a su 
ta affermare su quei mercati. 

La situ1zione produui~• 

II prodotto 
La notevole di ff usionc a livello i 
zionale delle rivis1e di arredamen 
lianc ha consentito ancht all'in 
mobiliera cipriota di raccoaliere 
e proposte per l,a ,propria, aamm 
duniva. 
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Sdaeda informativa 

Gr andc pressappoco come le 
Marchc. Cipro c la cerza isola 
dcl Mcditcrranco. La posizionc 
gcografka Slrategica nc fa un 
punto di inconuo tra Europa, 
Asia e Africa. E mcmbro delle 
Nazioni Unite. delJ"OCSE e dcl 
Commonwealth; dal 1987 mcm
bro associato dclla CEE. con la 
quale ha firmato un accordo do
ganale in \·igore dal gennaio 
1988. 
L'economia c prevalentcmente 
agricola; sta crescendo ii setto
re manif atturiero, in panicola
re l'industria mctallurgica. II 
turismo costituisce una delle 
principali fonti di introito per ii 
paesc. La situazione politica e 
particolarmente complcssa: Ci
pro ha ottcnuto l'indipcndenza 
dagli inglcsi nel 1960 ma dall'e
state del 1974, quando le trup
pc di Ankara hanno invaso ii 
paese, l'isola c divisa in due: a 
nord vivono 120 mila turcoci
prioti, a sud 600 mila greco
ciprioti. Tra le due zone, la 
"green line", una linea di de
marcazione con un contingente 
di pace dell'ONU che auraver
sa anche Nicosia, la capit~•e. Nel 
novcmbre 1983 nella zona occu
pata c stata proclamata la Re· 
pubblica turca di Cipro dcl 
Nord. guidara da Rauf Oenrash. 
A capo della Repubblica ciprio
ta. ii presidente-manaacr Joraou 
Vassiliou, un progressista parri
colarmente auento alle possibi
lita di cooperazione jnmnazio
nale, nel cui 2mbi19 l'ltalia e 
considerata un part11er privile
giato, anualmente iii secondo 
posto per interscam~i commer
ciali con Cipro, dopo la Gran 
Bretagna. 

I I 
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Se si eccenua ii mantenimento, voluto 
e ,·alorizza10 da akuni, di una tradizio
ne del mobile intagliato (carving) che 
conserva uno spazio hen definito nella 
produzione e nel gusto dei dprioti, per 
ii r~to le oltre 700 aziende presenti nel
l'isola si stanno rivolgendo decisamen· 
te al prodotto moderno. 
l a aamma offerta e suffkientemente 
varia e variabile secondo le esigenu ~
~nali del clicnte (colori, misure, ecc.). 
11 ciclo di vita dei prodoui che riescono 
a trovarc spazj su cataJoahi e comunque 
relativamente basso; proprio questi ca
taloghi risentono di una impostazione 
aenerica, servono cioe piu da motivo di 
panenza che da sicuro punto di arrivo. 
II cliente ed ii mobiliere discutono su un 
prodono, lo elaborano con parole e 
schizzi, ed ii risultato finale e un qual
cosa. a volte anche molto valido come 
desian. ma che non sempre ha streui le· 
1ami di parentcla con l'idea ori1inalc. 
Si deve ricono,cere comunque un'oui· 
ma pr~isposizion~ ncllo scealicre e ncl-
1' int,erpretare id« ~ prodoui con 1us10 
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e buona tecnica industriale. 
Gli sforzi degli imprendi1ori c1pno11 
stanno andando ora verso un migliora
mento dclla qualita finale del prodotto; 
scdic c tavoli laccati devono avcre, ol
tre un apprczzato design, un livello qua
litativo di finitura coerenle con la 
progettazione dell'articolo econ la sua 
filosofia abitativa, per poler essere com
peritivi su altri mera11i. 
11 prezzo dei mobili risentc da un la10 
dcl po1cre di acquisto locale e si man
riene quindi su livelli infcriori rispeno 
ad ur:: possibilc concorrenza; csso si 
fonda comunque su un confronto con 
prodoui analoahi "made in Cyprus" 
piuttosto che su un elcmentare calcolo 
dci costi industriali ed una valutazione 
del margine operativo. 

T ecnolo&ia italiana 

I macchinari presenii ncll'isola sono per 
la ma11ior pane di provenienza italia· 
na: si ritiene che l'industria per le mac· 
chine del leano in Italia abbia saputo c 
voluto, forse piu che altrove, accoglie· 
re le richieste locali e fornire anche un 
scrvizio di assis1enza, reso OV\'iamente 
difficile da problemi lb1is1ici. 

' 
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Le soluzioni recniche sono a ,·ohe in 
gnosc e imercssanti, soprauutto de 
dC\·ono far fronte a carenze strunu1 
ed impiantistiche o a mancanza di inf 
mazione tempcstiva e a11iorname1 
sull'evoluzione del senore. 
I macchinari csistenti servono per la· 
rare principalmente l'MDF, chc e 
gran lunga la materia prima piu us 
a Cipro. Alcuni tipi di massiccio, q, 
ii pino locale, che costituivano cara1 
ristica e ricchezza dell'isola, comin 
no a prescntarc problemi di rcpcribi 
c di qualita. Ven1ono usati comun 
con buoni risultati, anche pinC' di 
zia, f auio, frassino, rovere e mog 
Ad una sufficicnte qualita della m 
ria prima cd a buone tecniche di I 
razione, fanno pero riscontro. co 
dice,·a. difficolta nella finitura. sia 
me accessori sia come vernicia1ura; 
sci problemi sono in 1es1a alle pri 
che l'indumia del mobile ciprio1a 
pos1a per superare un •·gap" non 
possibile. 

Crittri or1aniua1M 

L'imprenditoria ciprio1a e cosrituita 
diamente da quarantenni che scmb 
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ufficicntancntc espeni per conoscerc 
avvicnc anche al di fuori dell'iso-

• c che non sono privi di stimoli per 
olcr misliorarc, ampliarc c rcnderc piu 
ffacicnti le propric azicndc. Ecco chc 

c percio l'inreresse per capirc c in
erpretarc le verc innovazioni anchc ot

izzative che si rivclano vinccnti nel 
tore dcl mobile in Europa. 

n adquato sfruttamento della capa
"li produttiva, un controllo corretto 
· tanpi di lavorazione, un utiliuo piu 

azionale dei materiali, una modema 
posuzione dcl siscema di 1estire le 

e, un'attenzione panicolare al pro
lema della professionaliti e dcll'am
. te di lavoro: quesle possono esserc 
principali direttrici sullc quali intcn
muoversi l'imprenditoria cipriota nei 

ossimi anni. 
i sono dcllc rcaJra industriali che ope

ano molto attivamcnte, soprattutto 
Ila nuova zona industriale di Limas-
1 e che possono avvalcrsi di crireri im-

· an1istici d~isamcnte modcrni; l'idea 
i trasferire anc:he le uniti produuive 

opcrano anualmmtc in locali deci· 
en1e non adatti allo scopo in questi 

uovi inscdiammti c pi qualcosa di piu 
una semplice ipotesi. Se i vincoli po

tici e burocratici cadranno, si potri 

pensarc a br~c ad un cfficicnte sistcma 
industrialc che bcneficicra, per ii solo 
fatto di aver risolto problemi logistici, 
di numcrosi e concreti risultati im· 
mcdiati. 
Discgni stratcgici a mcdio e lun10 tcr
mine, riguardan!i politiche consonili, 
ccntralizzazionc di scrvizi tccnici c com
mcrciali, supponi orpnizzativi comu
ni alle arec e/o alle azicnde intercssatc, 
saranno naturali consegucnzc di scelr~ 
corrette e lunsimiranti. 

Ua nperimn10 pilola 

L'acccntuato caratterc di individuali
smo chc carattcrizza l'imprcnditoria 
mobiliera dell'isola c un ostacolo al dif
fondcrsi di forme di c:oopcrazione che 
conscntano di usufruirc al mqlio di scr
vizi comuni, suddividcndo i costi. Par
lando di servizi comuni, ci riferiamo qli 
approvviponamcnti di matcria prima, 
alla centralizzazionc di akune lavorazio
ni (sezionatura pannclli, bordalura, vcr
nic:iatura) e scrvizi (contabiliti, calcolo 
dei costi, traspono mcrci) alla promo
zionc delle vcndite (cataloao, panccipa
zione a fiere), alla orpnizzazione di 
corsi di formazione e a11iorn11mcnto. 
Jnoltre, la forte intc1razionc venicale 
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c:hr COlllraddistingue le azicndc mobilic
re dell'isola c ii sistcma di vmdita dimta 
costringono i produttori a tcncre in ca
talogo una vasrissima pmma di prodol
ti. introduc:cndo annualmcnre nuo'i 
modclli, spesso scnza toglicR dalla pr.>
duziolx i vecchi. 
Tuno ciO aumenta i costi di produzio
nc, a scapilo dclla spcrializzaziooc e dd
la qualiti. 
Alla luc:e di queste considerazioni, ap
parc tanto piu congiosa e intcrcssan
tc l'inizialiva di 12 produttori di mobili 
di I imassot riuniti in una ioinr-vcnture 
la A 10 Z Furniture Ltd.," che dal 1987 
commcrcializza una par.c della produ
zioae dei soci nci quauro show-room 
ddlc principali c:itti ddl'isoia. 
L'impouzionc che si e data A lO z pre
veck chc ciascun produttore fomisca al 
.. consorzio" una dctmninala tipologia 
di prodolto (cama-e da letto, camcrctte 
per rapzzi, mobili da giardino, compo
nibili, scdie, mobili in rattan etc ... ) in 
modo da pnntire al clicnte dcgli show
room una scdta completa, continuan
do allo stcsso rempo a commcrciaJizza. 
re in proprio c direttamcnre ii rimancnte 
della propria produzionc (lcncralmcn
re da1 40 al 6'>'/t). 
Le dimension~ azicndali variano da un 
minimo di 3 addctti a un massimo di 
I JO; ii fatturato per addetro da 20 a SO 
milioni di lire. 
Oltre alla varieti dei prodoui offcni c 
ad uno standard qualitativo media-alto, 
un punto di forza di A 10 Z c costituito 
dai tempi di consqna, che non supera
no i 17 pomi. Per rqolamcnto inter
no, i produuori dcvono consqnarc la 
mercc allo show-room cntro IS 1iomi 
dall'ordine; in caso di ritardo, scatta 
una penale pecuniaria proaressiva. 
A to Z prantiscc ai clicnli la riparazio
ne e/o la sostituzionc di mobili con di
fetti di costruzione o finitura. 
Tune le 12 azicnde hanno quote parita· 
rie c upale potcre decisionalc; csisre un 
comitato esecurivo composto da .S mem
bri che si riunisce settimanalmcnte per 
esaminare le qucstioni sul tappeto e sot· 
roporle al vo10 colle1iale. 
A to Z off re ai suoi associari (recente· 
mcnte diventati 13) i se1ucnti servizi 
comuni: 
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- wmdita c distribuzionc; 
- acquisto matem prime c acctSSOri a 
prczzi scontati; 
- uaspono mobili; 
- pubblic:iti; 
- marketing; 
- design; 
- scrvizi finanziari (prestiti. fidi etc.). 

Una iniziativa di c:aruterc innovativo 
per ii SCltOfC mobilicro dclJ•isoJa e Sta
ta rorpnizzarionc di due scminari. ncl 
mcse di gcnnaio 1989 rispcttivamenrc 
negli sho.--room A to Z di Nicosia c Li
massol. con la partccipazione di tutti gli 
imprcnditori assoc:iali. I scminari sono 
srari 1cnuti da Marino Gonardi del Ccn
aro Studi lndustria Lcggcra. neU-ambi
to di una consulcnza accnico-orga
nizzativa commissionata dalla Cyprus 
Development Bank Ltd. Si e tranato di 
un primo seminario a car.mere informa
tivo. chc ha messo a confronto la real
ra c:ipriola dd seuore con quella europea 
c italiana in paraicolarc (considerata un 
caso di successo da saudiarc e imitare), 
soffermandosi in panicolare su alcuni 
aspetti-chiave: ii prodotto, la program
mazione della produzione. rinnovazio
ne tec:noloaica, ii mercato e i sistemi di 
informazione. 11 sccondo scminario, te
nutosi al tcrmine dclle visire allc azien
de c quindi dopo aver acquisito un 
bapslio di conoscenze e informazioni 
dirctte .. sul campo .. , ha affrontato i 
punti di forza c di debolczza del scuo
re. presentando propostc concrete per 
interventi a livcllo sia di sinaola azien
da che di consorzio, tenendo presentc 
lo scenario in cui quesre aziende si muo
vono, le prospettivc possibili a breve e 
medio terminc e le possibili minacce. 

Viagio di lludio ht Italia 

All'insesna della informazione e dell2 
formazione, si e svoho dal 22 al 291en
naio scorso un viagio di studio di una 
deleaazione cipriota accompaanata da 
due rappresentanri inslesi del team 
UNIDO. Missione di Srratcaia lndu
strialc per Cipro. 
11 sruppo, composro da produttori di 
mobili, rapprescntanti dclle associa-
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zioni di catcgoria, dclla Camera di 
Commcrcio, dcl ~inistero Commercio 
lndusrria, dclla Industrial Training Au
thority c di A to Z Furniture Ltd., ha 
visitato azicnde di mobili, impianti di cs
siccazionc e consorzi a Cabiate c Can
tu. A Milano, sono stati ricevuri dallo 
staff del Centro Studi lndusrria Lcgge
ra, dal professor Riccardo Dall' Acqua 
dcll'lstituto Europeo di Design, \isitan
do poi gli show-room piu rappresenta
ti vi della produzionc mobilicra 
lombarda. 
II viagio e proscguito a Modena, dove 
ii gruppo ha avuto comaui c:on la Con
fcderazione Nazionale dell' Anigianato, 
visitando aziende c consorzi finanziari. 
Dai contatti avuti con sli operatori ci
prioti del settore cmcr1ono tre princi
pali arec di interesse che Ii fa guardarc 
in panicolare all'ltalia per stabilire dei 
c:ontani profic:ui. La prima area di in
tercsse e quclla dei c:onsorzi, piu csana
mente, la possibiliti di vcdere realizzata 
cd opcranre una forma di cooperazio
ne di c:ui cssi scntono la ncccssiti ma c:he 
risulta spesso di difficile auuazione. Se
conda area di interessc e ii design. II de
si1n iraliano e da sempre la musa ispi
rairice dclla produzionc mobiliera ci
priota, ma adesso si cominc:ia a ravvi
sare la neccssiti di una "imitazione 
creativa", che sia anc:hc intcrprerazio-

lSO 

ne e studio de1 prodouo, dal punto 
,.-ma ddla SO"lta dei materiali. dclla 
struziont e ddle finiture. La collabor 
zionc con validi .. industrial design 
italiani pu0 avviarli su questa sn-a 
T crza area di interesse e quella di in 
"iduare fomitori italiani di accesso 
ferramenta imaasati a stabilirc cont 
COllllllCfciali con l'isola. Per un sett 
chc aspira a migliorare la qualita 
prodouo, gli accessori giusti costitu· 
noun imponanae .. valore aggiunto' 
una volta di piu, sono quelli di pr 
zioM italiana i prcfcriti in assoluto 

G•ardalldo didro raacolo 

Si dice chc ii prcnderc coscimza dei 
blemi sia gia un buon passo ,-erso la 
ro soluzione: in quesro senso ritcnia 
che l'industria del mobile a Cipro 
bia imboccaro la strada giusta per lo 
luppo dclla propria rcalta. 
C' e la neccssita sentita e reale di un c 
tinuo c progrcssi,·o "training .. che 
\'C panirc, come C partito, dal \Crti 
che de,·c diffondeni in modo collet 
e mirato \·crso la base. 
Net senore del mobile gli anni '90 
ranno carattcrizzati da uno s,·ilup 
monico c parallclo delle inno\"az 
tecnologiche e delta capac:ita dell'u 
di gestirlc e onimizzarlc. 
Per fare questo bisogn_era da un lato 
profondire la conoscenza di quant 
fre ii mercato dci produnori di teen 
gia, dialogare piu intensamenre co 
si per trovarc una piu c:oerente sint 
tra domanda ed offena; dall'altro 
re ii problema dclla qualita del la 
c:omc obiettivo e, nel conrempo. c 
mezzo per ragiungcrlo. 
E SC e vero, come e vero chc qualit 
lavoro significa anchc ambiente adc 
to, organizzazione efficiente, pros 
zione induscriale, vendita intelligen 
prodotto che ne conseguira sara q 
c:he ii mercato richiederi e sari di 
sto ad acquistarc. 
Ed e alireuanro chiaro chc chi riu 
a ra11iun1erc questi obierti' i sara 
c:cmc sul merc:ato; mohi operatori 
versi Pacsi stanno andando in q 
dirczionc; abbiamo scoperio che a 
Cipro e fra qucsti. 



consultants 

Advisors on Italian visits 

Design : 

Production team 

Photocopying & Bindin9 

Administration 

COnrllunication 

Robin Murray (IDS team leader) 

Drew Slllith (consumer Association) 
John Bessant (Brighton Polytechnic) 

Michael Best (University of 
Massachussetts, Amherst) 
Mario Pezzini (University of 
Modena) 

Theresa De~.rlove 

Sinnet Weber (IDS -
Administrative organiser and 
Production co-ordinatnr) 

Francois Franklin (IDS 
WP services) 

Betty Grimes 
Marion Huxley 

Bruce Claxton 
Sue Pafford 
Ruth QUarton 

Sheila Burgess 
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